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Sports

Award winner
Carter recipient of honor
from LaGuardia College
See page 2

J

Sports

Underdog
Racers look to upset
North Carolina State
See page 6
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America's best
Lesson to be learned
by All-America selection
See page 6
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News In Brief
calloway County School System
to offer full-day kindergarten
The Calloway County 'School System will be offering a full-day
kindergarten program for all kindergarten-age students who are
enrolled in the Calloway County schools during the 1988-89 school
year. This program will provide a comprehensive variety of activities for students.
Activities will include:
Circle time,. music, library, physical education, Alpha Program.
IBM Writing to Read Program, story time, art, listening-study skills,
language development, lunch, breakfast, snacks, rest time, organized play and 'focal units which . include: social development, health,
safety, motor development, science, social studies, academic
readiness, self-discipline, emotional development and writing.
Parents who wish to have their children enrolled in the Calloway
County _kindergarten for a half-day session will have that option.
Registration for the 1988-89 Calloway County kindergarten will be
held at the elementary centers at 9 a.m on the following dates:
March 21 — North Calloway Elementary School.
, March 22 — Southwest Calloway Elementary School
March 23 — East Calloway Elementary School.

County students get mini-break
during last part of this week
Calloway County Schools will dismiss Thursday and Friday of this
week. according to a spokesperson for the school system.
Students will enjoy a a mini-break, adding that they will also be out
:he week of April 11-16 for the regularly scheduled spring break
Classes will dismiss at the regular time Wednesday and-resume
Monday, March 21. it was noted

Elsewhere...
Hs The 4oursarlated Prees

14 4NH/%GIPS — Israel and the United States headed toward a
deadlock today over Mideast peace talks even before Prime Minister
Yitzhak Shamir sat down for his first formal meeting with Secretary
of State George P Shultz.
JERUSALEM — Israel imposed a nightly curfew on more than
s00:000 Arabs in the entire Gaza Strip and closed one of the West
tank's largest fruit and vegetable markets in a bid to quell rioting in
the occupied lands
PAN.4.W.4 CITE Panama — Riot police used tear gas and truncheons to disperse hundreds of public school teachers who blocked
traffic and demanded to be paid by the cash-strapped military
government
NASHINGTON — America's urban schools are in deep trouble,
beset by problems ranging from low morale and high dropout rates to
dilapidated facilities and crippling bureaucratic regulations. the
Carnegie Foundaton for the Advancement of Teaching said today.
BELGRADE. l'ugosiawia
Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev
plans to put relations with Yugoslavia on a new footing today. the second day of his visit to this nonaligned Communist nation that broke
with the Soviet blorin 1948
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Jackson, Simon both predict victories
in Illinois; Dole vows to stay in race
CHICAGO (AFi” — Democrat
Jesse Jackson is predicting a victory in today's Illinois presidential
primary, saying his win would be
a "significant breakthrough,"
while Vice President George Bush
is wondering aloud what is keeping his Republican rival Bob Dole
in the race.
"I'm not sure I understand what
he's doing," said Bush during a
final campaign swing in the state
where polls were forecasting a
landslide victory over his GOP
rivals.
But both Dole and Pat Robertson were insisting they were staying in the race, though the former
television evangelist said he would
re-evaluate his status if he gets
less than 5 percent of the vote.

Rev. 'Jesse Jackson, above, and
Sen. Paul Simon, right, are both
predicting victories in today's Illinois presidential primary. Polls
hate shown that both men are running a tight race.

Illinois voters express their
presidential preference in a nonbinding beauty contest and also
elect convention delegates. It was
possible a candidate would do well
in the popular vote, but lose out in
the contest for delegates to a contender who had stronger slates filed in the state's 22 congressional
districts.
As if to emphasize his determination to fight on, Dole was flying to Wisconsin and Connecticut
to campaign in two of the states
that follow Illinois. I
Sen. Paul Simon said, "I will
win" his home state's Democratic
primary, and conceded second
place in either the popular vote or
(Cont'd on page 2)

Budget work proceeds smoothly in committee
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP — By
historical standards, the first official consideration of the 1988-90
budget for the state of Kentucky
was a breeze.
The House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee spent less
than five hours poring over the
nearly ST billion spending plan
before approving it and setting the
stage for a vote in the full House,
possibly on Friday.
Only a surprise effort to
legislate a solution to a continuing
debate over what to do with local
jails interrupted the meeting.

Understanding
IRS tax forms
a hard task for
many residents
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — Almost
nine of 10 Americans with less
than a high school education can't
understand the instructions for the
simplest tax form, and IRS forms
in general require greater reading
skill than the Wall Street Journal,
a study concludes.
Even more reading ability is required to comprehend an Internal
Revenue Service notice of taxes
owed, says James W. Childs,
director of the tax-clinic program
at the University of Akron School
of Law.
"If the taxpayer cannot read the
instructions, how can the government expect compliance?" Childs
asked Monday as the Senate
Finance subcommittee that
oversees the IRS took testimony
about the maze of tax penalties
that Americans may encounter.
These penalties range from $1
for failing to file a statement on
dividends paid, to 25 percent of the
tax owed for failing to pay on time,
to $10,000 for helping a corporation
((ont'd on page?)

The rough spots were removed
early Monday when House
Democratic leaders decided to
back their membership and go
against Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's
wishes, especially on some education and Commerce Cabinet
measures.
"They put their blessing on the
subcommittee's work and their
reports," said Rep. Joe Clarke, DDanville, chairman of the
committee.
Wilkinson said he appreciated
the word, but promised to work to
reinstate his initiatives in the

budget as it works its way through
the General Assembly.
Budget Director Kevin Hable
said the legislative plan
recognizes the importance of
education, economic development
and human services that Wilkinson emphasized.
Clarke said drafting the budget
was relatively easy because there
was so little money to spread
around.
"There isn't any way to draft a
budget that isn't going to be pretty
excruciating," Clarke said.
Clarke said the state's financial

condition made Wilkinson's
budget unpalatable and ttes. committee's only slightly better.
"As long as you say rici new
revenue, this is about as good as
we can do," Clarke said.
The jail question arose during
debate over the Corrections
Cabinet budget. which contains
various steps to increase the
amount of space for prison
inmates.
Two alternatives are before the
General Assembly.
((ont'd on page 2)

Exchange official speaks at MSU

Dr. Lewis Tyler (left). an official with the Latin American Student Scholarship Program of American Unit ersities (LASPAU), discusses the impact of student exchanges with Dr. Kale Stroup, president of Murray State
University. Tyler lectured about international educational exchanges and the role of U.S. higher education in
public diplomacy in a presentation on campus recently. The lecture was part of Latin, American Awareness
Week at Murray State. featuring plays, films and discussions centered around Central and south American
themes.

Senate agrees on two constitutional amendments
Forecast
Tonight: Mostly clear. Low in
the lower 20s. Light west wind.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny.
High in the mid 40s.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Thursday through Saturday
calls for partly cloudy conditions each day. Highs will be
mostly in the 40s. with lows
mostly in the mid-20s to lower
30s
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

355.3
355.3'

FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) -- amendment, the Senate might,
Senate Democrats have decided
said Senate President Pro Tern
that constitutional amendments
John "Eck" Rose.
"The chances that the Senate
undermining, broad-form deeds
will put an amendment on. or apand allowing legislative veto of administrative regulations will be
their priorities in the current
General Assembly session.
However, the Democrats also
decided Monday they want a conKentucky
stitutional amendment allowing
succession of governors and other
General
statewide officers — expected to
Assembly
originate in the House — to include
provisions for annual legislative
sessions and longer terms for
lawmakers.
prove an amendment the House
puts on. would be better than
If the flouse doesn't add such
50-50." Rose said Monday after the
provisions to its succession

1988

•

caucus. which is composed of 29 of
the 38 senators.
House and Senate leaders have
an informal agreement that each
chamber will choose two amendments for the November ballot.
Four is the maximum allowed.
Kentucky voters have never
considered four constitutional
amendments at one time,
although the legislature has had
the power to propose that many
since 1980
The regulation bill has great appeal to legislators who have long
wanted more authority over administrative regulations,
something the state Supreme
Court has said they can do only

when in session.
Many legislators think they
should have the power to reject
regulations when issued. Rose
said a vote for such a constitutional amendment during Monday 's caucus was
"overwhelming."
He said the vote was similar in
favor of the broad-form deed
amendment, which would restrict
the methods that holders may use
to abstract coal — namely strip
mining — to those in use at the
time the deed was signed The
amendment would put into the
state constitution a 1984 law that
((bard on page.?)
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Murray native John Mack Carter
honored with leadership award

Victories...
(Cont'd from page 1)
the delegate contest would not be
good enough.
Massachusetts Gov. Michael
Dukakis said he has made
"significant gains" in his effort to
finish ahead of at least one of the
state's two favorite -son
candidates.
An ABC News-Washington Post
poll done Saturday and Sunday
suggested Simon had the support
of 39 percent of 328 likely
Democratic voters, with Jackson
at 34 percent. Simon's lead was
within the poll's 6-point margin of
error. Dukakis trailed with 17
percent.
Between 2.5 million and 3
million voters were expected to
turn out for the primary on a wintry day. Kel Hudson, associate
director of the state Board of Elections, said that would represent 46
percent to 48 percent of the
registered voters.
Illinois does not have party
registration so voters could choose
a Democratic or Republican bal•
at their polling place.
Simon was casting his ballot today in Makanda, his hometown in
southern Illinois. Jackson was
voting at a South Side church in
Chicago.
At stake in today's voting were
82 Republican and 113 Democratic
delegates. Another 10 GOP
delegates will be chosen at the
party state convention in June.
Sixty additional Democratic
delegates will be allocated to candidates in the same proportion as
they won delegates in the primary
and 15 more elected and party officials will become ....supet
delegates to the Democratic'
convention.
The latest Associated Press
delegate cotint gave Bush 705,
Dole 165 and Robertson 17 GOP
convention delegates, out of the
1,139 needed for the nomination.
On the Democratic side, Dukakis
had 462.5, Jackson 123.55. Gore
352.8, Gephardt 145 and Simon
35.5. There are 275.65 uncommitted Democratic delegates.

John Mack Carter, editor-inchief of Good Housekeeping and
director of magazine development
for The Hearst Corporation, was
presented with the Evangeline
Gouletas-Carey Leadership
Award by LaGuardia Community
College at its third annual benefit
dinner Feb. 24 at the WaldorfAstoria in New York City.
The award is named for Mrs.
Carey — a public figure who in the
tradition of former New York
Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia has
performed community service
with spirit and commitment —
and is presented to an individual
who possesses the same dedication and ideals.
Chairman of the benefit dinner
was Frederic V. Salerno, the new
president and chief executive officer of New York Telephone Company. Master of ceremonies at the
event was ABC Televition anchorman Bill Beutel.

John Mack Carter, native of Murray and brother of Mrs. Johnny
Reagan. recently received the Evangeline Gouletas-Carey Leadership
Award from LaGuardia Community College for his commitment to
public service. Mr. Carter. editor-in-chief of "Good Housekeeping"
magazine and director of magazine development for The Heartst Corporation. was presented with the award by Evangeline Gouletas-Carey,
wife of former New York Governor Hugh L. Carey, during a gala
celebration at New York's Waldorf-Astoria. Mr. Carter, shown above
with Mrs. Gouletas-Carey, is president of The Kentuckians in New York
City.

-Tax forms...
(Cont'd from page I)
•
One. sponsored by Rep. Joe
Meyer, D-Covington. would let
county governing bodies turn over
operations of their jails to the state
this year with the state taking over
all jails in fiscal 1991. County
governments would keep paying
all jail costs through the 1988-90
biennium and then the state would
accept those too.

Democratic Chairman Paul
Kirk suggested Monday he would
To sweeten the pot, the proposal
try to rally uncommitted
would increase the amount the
delegates behind whichever canstate pays for housing its
didate leads the field when the
prisoners in local jails from $13.50
primaries have ended, if none has
per day to $15.50.
yet secured a numerical lock on
Meyer's proposal was endorsed
the nomination.
last week by a special subcommitKirk said Monday that the party
tee appointed to resolve the issue.
leaders and other officials who
The other solution is proposed
automatically hold seats as naby Rep. Jerry Lundergan, Dtional convention delegates have a
Lexington. Lundergan would have
"Special responsibility" to help
the state pay for the construction
ensure that the nominating proof as many as 600 beds at, local
cess does not turn into a political
Jails across the state'to house state
fight that damages the nominee.
prisoners.
Bush, in the aftermath of his
To pay for the construction and
Super Tuesday sweep of 16
an increase in the per diem reimprimaries, saw Illinois as a
bursement to $16 per day.
chance to take another giant step
Lundergan would scrap the
toward clinching the GOP nominacabinet's plan to buy a facility and
tion. Dole hoped the return to the
convert it into a 300-bed medium Midwest would blunt the vice
security prison and contract with
president's momentum.
a private company for an addiJackson saw his home state
tional 250 beds.
primary as an opportunity to
challenge Dukakis for the leaderThe full committee adopted
ship of the Democratic field. For
Lundergan's plan, but many
Simon, Illinois was a fight for surmembers acknowledged they still
vival, while Sen. Albert Gore Jr. of
had questions about it.
Tennessee was looking for "an opHable said the matter also
portunity to punch through" with a
caught him by surprise.
victory in a Northern industrial
Most of the difference between
state.
the budget put forth by Wilkinson
Rep. Richard Gephardt of
and the one that won committee
Missouri did little campaigning in
approval was in education.
Illinois, concentrating instead on
The committee deleted about
Michigan, which holds $23 million Wilkinson wanted to
Democratic caucuses on March
use for the poorest school districts
26.
and to begin his school incentive
A poll published Sunday in the
program. Some of that, $10.8
Chicago Tribune gave Bush a
million in fiscal 1990, will go to
34-point lead over Dole among Ilreduce pupil-teacher ratios in
linois Republicans. with Robertgrades one, two and four.
son a distant third.
The full committee also voted
Yet. the Kansas senator insisted
Monday to spend $2 million per
he had no plans to even consider
year for a comprehensive writing
dropping out if he does poorly •in .
4program in elementary and seconIllinois.
dary schools. A budget subcom"I've made a judgment that Ilmittee had recommended eliminalinois, whatever happens. were
tion of the program.
going to keep going," Dole said at
Much of the money saved in
a news conference on Monday.
public schools is set aside for
Robertson vowed to stay in the
universities, by increasing the
GOP race until the convention in
pool of money the eight schools
New Orleans as "a champion of
split among themselves based
conservatives.'
primarily on enrollment.

DO
YOU
KNOW
THIS MAN?
itnswer on Pg. 6
Paid for by Candidate

(Cont'd from page 1)
understate its tax liability.
IRS Commissioner Lawrence B.
Gibbs and 0. Donaldson Chapoton,
assistant secretary of the treasury
for tax policy, pledged support for
the subcommittee's investigation
into whether the number of
penalties should be reduced and
enforcement changed.
Sen. David Pryor. D-Ark., chairman of the subcommittee, vowed
a change. "We've czeated some
sort of a monster here," he said.
He noted IRS statistics that in
1987. the agency assessed 27
million penalties totaling over $14
billion and waived 4 million totaling $4 billion.
Pryor cited one business that
underpaid employment taxes by 2
cents and was hit with a penalty
for $400.29.
- Gibbs noted that many of the
levies were enacted by Congress
over the past seven years in an effort to increase compliance with
the tax laws.
Chapoton rejected allegations
that the IRS is stiffening penalty
enforcement primarily to raise
revenue, rather than improve
compliance.
The University of Akron ,.study
found that instructions for 1040EZ
— the simplest tax form — require
an 8.45 grade reading level, compared with a grade level of 7.1 for
the Wall Street Journal.

Amendments...
(Cont'd from page!)
the state high court ruled unconstitutional last year.
The House voted Friday to propose an amendment allowing a
state lottery, a proposal pushed by
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
At a caucus today, the 71 House
Democrats were expected to endorse some form of a succession
amendment that would apply to
current statewide officeholders,
another priority of Wilkinson's
Rose said the senators would
like to see legislative terms increased by two years, to four
years for House members and six
years for senators.
They also want the General
Assembly to meet every year,
rather than for 90 working days in
even-numbered years.
Wilkinson opposes the extra
baggage, because it would make
the amendment less palatable for
voters.
The governor has not said
whether he would work for the
amendment if it included longer
legislative terms or annual sessions. Rose and others said Wilkinson's support could improve its
chances for passage.
House Majority Leader Greg
Stumbo, a sponsor of the succession amendment, said he would
prefer the proposals for longer
terms and annual sessions be included in the regulation
amendment.
House Speaker Don Blandford
said he had no strong feelings
about adding the legislative terms
to the amendment He said he
wanted to gauge members' sentiments at today's caucus.

"It is most fitting that John
Mack Carter be honored for his
leadership by an educational institution committed to helping
young people succeed," said
LaGuardia College president
Joseph Shenker. "Mr. Carter, is ,
himself, truly a national educator
who has used the powerful
medium of popular magazines —
and many other avenues — to help
ensure that family life will nurture
the next generation'and help it
succeed."
Mr. Carter. who has focused his

editorial talents on magazines that
embrace the traditions of family
and home, is the only person in
publishing history who has led all
three of America's most influential women's magazines — Good
Housekeeping, Ladies' Home
Journal and McCalls.
His sensitivity to human needs
has been recognized by past
United States presidents, who
have called upon him to serve on
various commissions. President
Ford, for instance, appointed him
to the National Commission for
the Observance of International
Women's Year and President
Carter reappointed him. President
Carter also asked him to participate in the Women's Conference at the Constitutional Convention for Women. He was also
elected to the Business Council of
the United Nations' Office of the
Decade for Women.
Mr. Carter's distinguished
career in women's magazines
began with Better Homes Se
Gardens, where at 21 he was appointed associate editor. He joined
McCall's in 1962 as editor, and in
1965 moved on to become editor of
Ladies' Home Journal, where he
remained for twelve years. In
1975. he assumed the editorship of
Good Housekeeping. He and his
wife, the former Sharlyn Reaves
of Fort Worth, Texas, have two
children, Jonna and John.
Good Housekeeping, now in its
103rd year of publication, caters to
the traditional homemaker

"There are women who have
elected an interest in family and
home and this kind of work. We
want them to know it's important
work and we produce a magazine
which does not apologize for that,"
says Mr. Carter. The magazine
boasts a monthly circulation of 5.1
million, and last year's advertising revenues exceeded $145
million, higher than any other
women's service magazine.
In addition to serving as Good
Housekeeping's editor-in -chief,
Mr. Carter has been director of
magazine development for the
magazine's owner, The Hearst
Corporation, since 1980. Under his
direction, the division developed
Country Living, a highly successful publication which has been
in print for the past ten years, and
the newest offspring, Victoria,
which has already received
acclaim.
As a recipient of the Evangeline
Gouletas-Carey Leadership
award, Mr. Carter shares the college's honor with three other
notable New Yorkers. William M.
Ellinghaus, the former president
of AT&T. was the first honoree.
Last year the award was bestowed
upon two individuals: Albert V.
Casey, distinguished professor of
business policy at Southern
Methodist University, and former
Postmaster General and chairman of American Airlines; and
Thomas G. Lebrecque, president
of The Chase Manhattan Bank

Legislative briefs
Doris Cella
appointed to Keniucky House approves
liability, child support bills
state post
Doris Cella of the Murray Independent Board of Education has
been appointed to serve on the
statewide legislative network of
the Kentucky School Boards
Association. She will represent the
local school board in the association's efforts to affect legislation
in the best interests of Kentucky's
public schools.
Each of the state's 178 school
districts is represented on this
legislative network. Members of
the network began meeting last
fall to learn about the KSBA
legislative program and ways to
work effectively with their
legislators.
The Association has designed 22
legislative areas and appointed a
legislative coordinator in each.
The Murray Board of Education is
in the Purchase area which includes the following school
districts: Ballard County, Carlisle
County, Hickman County, Fulton
County, Fulton City, McCracken
County, Paducah Independent.
Graves County, Mayfield Independent, Calloway County, Murray
Independent, Marshall County and
Livingston County
The legislative coordinator for
this area is Dorene Manchester of
the Paducah Independent Board of
Education.
"The legislative coordinator
works with the area members of
the legislative network who in turn
keep their fellow local school
board members informed about
legislative actions affecting
education." explains Dr. Larry
Powers, KSBA director of board
member development.
With nearly 900 school board
members throughout the state,
KSBA represents the largest body
of elected officials in Kentucky.
By working together in this way,
school board members can help to
bring about positive changes for
the public schools. Powers said.

Animal Day set
for March 26 at
MSU facility
The Animal Health Technology
Club at Murray State University
will sponsor its third annual
Animal Health Day on Saturday,
March 26, at the A. Carman
Animal Health Center, located
across from Calloway County
High School.
Free examinations and other
services are scheduled from 9
a.m to 4 p.m. Baths and flea dips
will be available for $2 each.
Information booths, informational films and refreshments will
also be part of the student.
sponsored event.
Ad5litional information about
Animal Health Day may be obtained by calling the Center at
502-753-1303.

FRANKFORT. Ky. 1AP — The not apply to people who are curKentucky House has passed a bill rently making timely support
aimed at strengthening the state's payments. The bill also would imchild support enforcem
aws, pose tougher penaltieslor failure
including a modified(provision to make payments.
allowing for the autom
An opponent of the bill, Rep.
deduction of,4 support from parents' Dan Seum. D-Louisville, said the
measure could hurt fathers who
wag
Re
Jerry Lundergan says miss payments for legitimate
House Bill 588. s aimed at "the reasons. such as illness or
205.000 irresponsible deadbeats-in unemployment.
Kentucky" who do not make their
-All daddies aren't deadbeats,"
court-ordered child support Seum said. "Most do pay their
payments. Lundergan. D - child support.
Lexington, sponsored the
The House also passed several
measure, which the House passed
measures sponsored by Rep. Bill
72-19 on Monday.
Lear. D-Lexington. which he said
A chief provision of the bill would "go a long way" toward
would allow for the immediate solving the problems that led to
deduction of child support • the so-called "liability insurance
payments from parents' wages
crisis" in the mid-1980s.
That section was weakened by an
H13551. passed 98-0, would reamendment that would allow
quire juries in liability suits
parents to avoid the attachment against more than one defendant
by showing "good cause" during
to determine how much each
divorce proceedings that they will
defendant was at fault and to
make prompt support payments.
assess damages in proportion to
The attachment provision does their fault. It would also limit the
situations under which cities and
members of non-profit and
charitable organizations can be
held liable. A third provision of the
bill would require that juries be
told if a plaintiff in a liability suit
is receiving benefits as a result of
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP — A
their injury from some other
House-passed bill to require sex
source, such as disability
and parenting education in
Insurance.
HB552. passed 97-0, would make
kindergarten through 12th grade
was approved today by the Senate
numerous changes in the liability
Education Committee.
Insurance industry, including proThe main features of House Bill
visions that would make it easier
345 are the requirements to teach
for groups to band together for the
children about family life and sexpurpose of buying insurance or for
self-insuring. It would also proually transmitted diseases, including AIDS.
hibit insurance companies from
raising their liability rates more
"Our children are being bombarded with the wrong
than 25 percent in a twelve-month
messages," through television and
period without the approval of the
other aspects of society, said one
commissioner of the state Departof the sponsors. Rep. Walter
ment of Insurance.
Blevins, D-Morehead.
The ideal is for sexual and
moral instruction to take place in
the home, but the fact is that most
children do not have a parent at
home all the tife and are not
longer receiving moral training in
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP — The
church. Blevins said.
House Labor and Industry ComThe other sponsor, Rep. Tom
mittee today approved a bill that
Burch, D-Lousiville, said there
would prohibit random testing of
were 14,000 teen-age pregnancies
employees for the presence of
in Kentucky in 1988 and over half
drugs and allow individual testing
the mothers were age 15 or
only if there is reason to believe an
younger.
employee is under the influence
The right kind of instruction, inHouse Bill 966, sponsored by
cluding instruction on abstinence,
Rep. J.R. Gray, D-Benton, was
might delay the age at which
supported by organized labor
children become sexually active.
groups.
Burch said.
Ray Crider, a lobbyist for the
The committee today amended
state AFL-CID, said drug tests can
the bill to make it effective in
be used to harass employees and
September 1989 instead- of this
there is "a stigma of guilt just by
September. Another amendment
being tested."
would make the instruciton manRep. Marshall Long, 1)datory for all children unless they
were "opted out" by their parents, Shelbyville, said a blanket prohibition on testing for drugs would be
instead of requiring the children to
counterproductive.
be "opted in."
"The threat of testing may keep
The bill is expected to go to a
vote on the Senate floor and, if some of the problems down in the
workplade," Long said.
passed, would have to go back to
The bill now goes to the full
the House for action on the Senate
House for consideration.
amendments.

Senate group.
passes sex
education bill

Random testing
bill passed by
House group
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Calloway County Road
Superintendent Rob Walston told
Calloway Fiscal Court that some
of the roads are being graveled to
help some of the damage from the
winter snow and ice.
Murray High School students
have been selected for Kentucky
All State Band and Orchestra and
All State Chorus in Lexington,
March 16-18. Band students are
Sharon Blodgett, Marilyn Howard.
Kent Eversmeyer, James Harrison, Doug Crafton, Dwaine
Hampton, Carol Montgomery and
Lynda Johnson. Chorus students
are Krista Russell and Kim Alley.
Births reported include a girl to
Judge and Mrs. John Daughaday,
Feb. 23, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Wilkins, March 1..
Twenty years ago
Army Specialist 5 Larry J.
_Williams is serving with 9th Infantry Division, and Army Specialist
4 Larry E. Scott is with 2d
Maintenance Battalion: both. in
Vietnam.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Rowland
will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on March 17.
Murray Boy Scout Troop 77 took
first place honors in Chenubby
Disrict Klondike Derby held at
Four Rivers Boy Scout Reservation on Kentucky Lake-.
Muray Women's Bowling
Association TOurnarnent has been
completed with -Mildred Hodge
winning all events scratch and
Betty Powell second.
Thirty years ago
The city of Hazel will be moved.
from 10th class to ninth class, according to ('y Miller. The, in-

Budding artist shares her family's 'charmed life'
surance rates will be reduced by
about 30 percent because of this
change.
First Christian Church will have
services in the sanctuary on Sunday after having had services in
the educational building since the
sanctuary was gutted by fire on
Nov. 17, 1956.
Elected as officers of Murray
Woman's Club for 1957-58 were
Mrs. Charles Clark, Mrs. J.I.
Hosick, Mrs. C.C. Lowry, Mrs.
N.ff. Ellis, Mrs. John Pasco and
Mrs. R.H. Robbins.
Mrs. Hansel Ezell reported on
her trip to Farm and Home Week
in Lexington at a meeting of
Wadesboro Homemakers Club at
home of Mrs. LaVerna Hardie
Forty years ago
The Houston-McDevitt Clinic,
Inc., today closes its hospital
department and all "bed patients"
will be admitted to Murray
Hospital after today, according to
Dr. Hugh L. Houston, director of
' the clinic.
Murray City School Superintendent W.Z. Carter presented checks
to 32 teachers from $3,865.13
received through school deficiency appropriation by state
legislature.
L.R. Putnam. profes
voice
at Murray State Cogi, was
presented the "Master KeAk
highest award of Lionism, at a
meetint of Murray Lions Club.
Mrs. Carl Lockhart and Mrs.
Vernon Butterworth presented
lessons on "Dress Construction"
at a meeting of Lynn Grove
Homemakers Club at home of
Mrs. Leon Chambers.

When it comes to art, I'm oldfashioned. I like paintingL- oil or
water color - that I can-understand, that I have no trouble figuring out what the artist is trying to
picture.
The more lifelike and natural it
is, the more I like it. That's why I
have always admired Norman
Rockwell's works. His paintings
each tell a story, and I marvel at
the way he brushed in even the
most minute detail. To me, that's
talent - like that of the old
masters.
The other day, I happened to go
into The Treasure House in the
Southside shopping area for
something. Displayed along its
north wall was an exhibit of these
lifelike paintings that have a way
of catching my eye.
The artist, too, was there, a
vivacious, talkative, little 5'1",
brown-eyed, brunette. She was
busily explaining to Pauline Parker
the thinking behind one of her pictures - that of a mare with a colt
in a straw-bedded stall. Every
straw had been carefully brushed
in.

branch and one of South Pleasant
Grove Methodist Church for a fund
raising campaign, as well as still
another of one of Marilyn Liddle's
mares with a foal.
0
Joy, her husband, Fred, and their
three children
Rain Clair, 8,
Warren, 6, and Mason, 16 months
- live in a home of some vintage
on a 30-acre farm at Harris Grove.
It once was the home place of
Cecil and Johnnie Dodd, who
bought and now live in the former
Ronald W. Churchill home on Cardinal Drive. The Dodds had lived on
the Harris Grove place for 25 years
before moving into town. "They
'still come out every now and then
to see what we've done to the
place," Joy laughed.
0 0 0
The Thomases' lifestyle is
She turned out to be Joy Thomas, reminiscent of that of a farm famiwho is fast becoming well know ly in the Harris Grove community
across the area as a portrait artist. 50 or 60 years ago. They raise
their
She has done portraits of Dr. Tom own hogs, cattle and rabbits
for
Van Arsdale, a professor at Murray meat. They keep chickens for
fresh
State.
eggs.
Also, the children of Dr. and Mrs.
Their milk comes from a herd of
Bob Volp - he teaches chemistry goats, which includes two brand
at Murray State
and E. W. and new ones, as the spring kidding
Tara Dennison in their Murray season is beginning. This has
nome. She gets from $300 to $500 for given the children a wonderfu
l in3ne of these portraits.
sight into the creation of life," Joy
Joy also has done a painting of said, explaining that all were
prePeoples Bank's new southside sent to witness and to assist
with

the births.
The Thomases put out a big
garden in the spring, breaking the
ground and keeping it worked with
their horse-drawn plows. The
vegetables and fruit from their apple, peach and cherry trees are
canned or made into jellies by Joy
and stored for the winter months.
Theirtome is heated by wood
stoves, and Joy cooks on a woodburning range - much the same as
the one I have seen my mother cook
upon so many times in yEars long
past.
"We live a delightful, charmed
life," Joy smiles, adding that until
recently they did not have a television set in the house. "But the
grandparents thought the children
were missing something and
bought them one," she said. "We
seldom have time to watch it,
though, with all the things we have
going on and to look after."
0
JOy was born at Borger in the
Panhandle of Texas, a town legendary because of its violence in the
early days of the oil fields. She
grew up, however, in Stinnette,
Tex., also in the oil fields.
Both her grandfathers worked in
the oil fields, and her father worked for 30 years on pipelines all over
the world, including Arabia and
Alaska. Consequently, Joy's family moved a lot. She figures at one
time or another they lived in 18
states.
"I always was the new kid on the
block," she smiled. "I had to make
friends early and fast, but I've
always tried to just be myself."
Being an only child, she often had
to entertain herself as a child, Joy
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DARK TOBACCO PROGRAM
IN NEED OF REALISTIC REFORMS
The recent announcement that dark air-cured and fire-cured tobacco quotas would remain at current levels for the 1988 marketing year
was welcome news for our long suffering Western Kentucky farmers
in the near-term. 1 beliese the time has now come to pursue long-term
program reforms which will put growers on solid footing for years to
come.
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Western Kentucky dark tobacco growers had sustained severe
F quota slashes for three years prior to this one. The number of dark
air-cured acres is down 59% from 1984 levels. And the fire-cured acreage is down 51%. Yet over the same period, government loan stocks
for dark air-cured tobacco have more than doubled, and the fire-cured
pool is more than four times as high.
Nearly everyone agrees that the system must be fixed in order to
assure its long-term viability. 1 believe steps must be taken to spread
Use burdens and risks of the program more evenly among growers and
purchasers, redefine the quota formula to make it more closely tailored
to supply and demand factors, and create a mechanism for depleting
government stocks with a minimum impact on the annual quota and
" assessment calculations.
I have beenof other dark
tobacco
representatives in Congress to solicit the siews of all elements of the
. industry and determine what appropri
ate steps might be taken.
I believe four steps should be pursued, either through legislation
or regulatory reform.
First, we should attempt to eliminate existing loan stocks through
a comprehensive relief plan. under which certain stocks could be discounted at a rate to be recovered through the no net cost assessment.
'In order to minimize the impact on quota and assessment calculations,
the plan could be implemented over ten years. with up to one-tenth
of current stocks eligible for discount per year.
Second, dealers and manufacturers should share the no net cost
assessment with the growers, as do hurley tobacco farmers and buyers.
Third, the quota formula should be adjusted to more accurately
correspond to demands. A mandated annual "Statement of Intended
Purchases" from manufacturers would he the first step in tightening
this supply and demand correlation.
Lastly, our farmers would benefit by making changes and adjustments in individual grade loan rates and grading procedures that more
truly reflect the demands in the marketplace. These changes could occur through required negotiations among growers and buyers.
It is vitally important that we have continued input from all areas
of the industry to make an broad-based reform package usable. If
implemented together, the measures could hold the key for players at
every stage of the game.
Dark tobacco is a S25 million industry for farmers in our state and,
if the pool can be phased down and marketings phased back up, it can
easily grow to more than twice that amount. Now is the time to forge
.1 new beginning for Western Kentucky farmers, before a great state
asset loss more ground.
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Letters To The Editor

Broad form deed mining opposed
Dear editor.
I am sure there are many Kentuckians who do not understand
what the term "broad form deed"
means. You would need to see the
devastation caused by strip mining under the broad form deed and
witness the heartbreak and suffering it brings to the surface landownders to really understand.
At the turn of the century,
representatives of coal companies
persuaded people to sell their
mineral rights for a pittance,
sometimes for as little as 25 to 50
cents an acre. At that time coal
was mined by the deep mining
method only. Even though they
might have needed the money
desperately, had these people
known about strip mining and the
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destruction it leaves behind, they
would never have sold the mineral
rights to the land they loved.
The broad form deed has been
outlawed in every state except
Kentucky. In 1984 the Kentucky
state legislature passed a law giving landowners' rights precedence
over mineral owners' rights. The
Kentucky Supreme Court ruled
the law unconstitutional.
This year Senate Bill 145 was
passed unanimously by the Kentucky Senate and sent to the House
of Representatives. This bill would
stop abuses under the broad form
deed and return control of the land
to the landowners. House Bill 228,
a companion bill, will be voted on very soon. The bill must then be
placed on the ballot in November
to be voted on by all Kentuckians

as a constitutional amendment.
There is only room on the ballot
for four amendments. There will
be competition from other amendments for a place on the ballot.
To delay this bill only one year
will mean that countless people
will be added to those whose land
has already been destroyed
forever. You can write your
legislators c/o State Capitol
Building, Frankfort, Ky. 40601 or
call them toll-free at 1-800-372-7181
and leave a message for them
Please ask them to place the constitutional amendment against the
broad form deed, Senate Bill
145/House Bill 228, on the ballot in
November.
Sincerely,
Irene Hayes
Hueysville, Ky. 41640

Gun legislation gets local support
Dear editor:
I was concerned to read the
headline, "'Gunslinger' legislation passed by House" in the Murray Leder & Times on March 4th:
concerned by the implleation of its
wording, not by the facts reported.
The word "gunslinger" carries
with it definitions of "gunfighter,
gunman.- Using the wording of
those working tirelessly to disarm
America's law-abiding citizens
Implies that anyone desiring to
protect his family and self, by
having a handgun readily
available, is seeking a fight
The "right" to bear arms is
guaranteed by the Second Amendment to our Constitution. The
"privilege" to carry a concealed
weapon for protection should be
granted to all Americans who

have proven themselves both lawabiding and responsible HR 505
required that.
As only free men and women
may have or carry weapons and
slaves may not, any and all attempts to restrict this right and
privilege are steps down the road
to slavery.
I urge your correction of the 'terminology used whether it was
originated by the Associated Press
or the Legislature of our Commonwealth, or both. And I recommend, as I have done, phoning and
writing our State Senator recommending his support when this
legislature reaches the Senate.
R.S.-(Bob) Roscoe
516 S. 7th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

recalls. To help do this, her mother
would provide her with paper, pens
and pencils, but no crayons or coloring books.
"She encouraged me to create
my own designs and drawings,"
she laughed, "and I guess I had a
knack for it, because I became a
pretty good little artist. I loved it,
and I believe I knew way back then
that I someday wanted to be an artist."
0
When the family followed a
pipeline to Campbellsville, Ky.,
they enjoyed living in that area so
well her father decided to follow the
pipelines no further. He bought a
farm and started his own business,
that of building steeples and towers
for churches and other such
buildings.
Joy went to high school at Campblesville before coming to Murray
State, where she met Fred, also an
art major and from Fancy Farm in
Graves County. He had graduated
when they married in 1978, her
junior year, and she dropped out of
school to begin their family
For a while Joy also helped with
the architectual renderings, but today most of her painting time is.
taken up with her portrait
schedule, although she is still keenly interested in what she calls
"representational art," or the
detailed, lifelike style which I admire so much - like the brood
mare and colts, which, incidentally, belonged to Bobby Cochran on
Tobacco Road.
Another on exhibit at The
Treasure House was one she calls
Three Boys on The Hay.
Another on exhibit at The
Treasure House was one she calls
Three Boys on The Hay. It was inspired when she saw the three boys
hauling hay to Bill Sampson's
training stable on Airport Road.
•• •
Although she doesn't work directly from photographs, Joy does use
a 35 mm camera in her work, exposing about a roll of film on a portrait subject while also using her
sketch book. She also likes to spend
about half-a-day with a portrait
subject in order to observe mannerisms, involuntary movements
and gestures and the like natural to
the individual.
She begins about 9 a.m. and
works until 2 or 3 in the afternoon
with time out for lunch, putting
aside her brushes when the school
bus arrives from Southwest
Elementary with the two oldest
children.
The rest of the day and evening
is devoted to doing things with the
children and as a family - feeding
the livestock and chickens, gathering the eggs and often watching the
many deer which venture almost to
their door.
Next month, Joy plans to go to
Nashville, Tenn., to study with
Daniel Green, a well-known New
York portrait artist who will be
holding a week-long workshop in
Music City.
Also, a collection of her paintings
will be on exhibition at the
Calloway
County
Library
throughout April and during May
at Gallery 600 in Paducah. You
might watch for them.

Business Mirror
By John Clumiff
NEW YORK AP - Getting
more house for the money has
been the perennial goal of young
couples, and many of them may
have achieved it - in a relatively
unpublicized way.
The statistical evidence of the
phenomenon is overwhelming.
And visual proof also is available
from a stroll through certain
neighborhoods in almost every city and town in the-nation.
First-home buyers have used
the technique. So have
homeowners who found "moveup" houses priced beyond reach.
And so aiso have thousands of people whoascovered that their own
hands v/M'e the most useful tools
ever made.
What all these people have done
is enlarge existing homes to meet
their needs rather than purchase
larger homes. in so doing, some
have saved more money than they
ever could have accumulated'in a
savings account.
In many instances, additions exceed the original.
Statistics add documentation. In
1977, additions and alterations
amounted to $14.2 billion nationwide: in 1987, the total exceeded
$40 billion. In 1977, major replacement expenditures ran $5.7 billion,
but triple that in 1987
One of the major factors in such
activity is the soaring price of
land, especially as a percentage of
the total price.
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Community events listed
Tuesday, March 15
Memorial Baptist Church will
have a churchwide skating party
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating
of Murray.
- --Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be played at 7 p.m.
in Parish Center of St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
---Breastfeeding class will start at
5 p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
---Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have an open
meeting with Donald Maley as
featured speaker at 7:30 p.m. at
club house.
---Quilt Lovers will meet at 6 p.m.
in Annex of Calloway Public
Library.
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.

Tuesday, March 15
Murray Optimist Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
---Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Hall.
Informational meeting for producers of dark fire cured and dard
air cured tobacco will be at 6:30
p.m. at Livestock and Exposition
Center.
---Murray Middle School is holding
open house from 1:30 to 3 p.m.
today.
---Wednesday, March 16
J.N. Williams Chapter of United
Daughters of the Confederacy will
meet at 1 : 30 p.m. in the home of
Mrs. Ed Davis.
---Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16, 1988

Wednesday, March 16
Health Express of Murray Calloway County Hospital will be
at Brown's Market from 9 to 11
a.m. and at Duncan's Market from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m., both on
Highway 94 East. Blood pressure
checks, diabetes and anemia
screenings and cob -rectal cancer
kits will be offered.
Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
---Bereavement Support Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
--Story Hours will be at 10:30 a.m.
and 3:30 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library.
--Ladies' bridge with Kathryn
Outland as hostess will be at 9:30
a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
---Murr* City Schools will not
have classes, but in-service day
will be conducted.
---Libraries at Murray State
University will be open from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
- -Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; Fellowship Supper at 5:30
p.m ; businessmeet and youth
fellowship at 6:30 p.m.; Adult
Choir at 7:45 p.m.
---Events at Memorial Baptist
Chuch will include
business/prayer meeting, Youth
Bible Study, GAs and RAs at 7
p.m. and Sanctuary Choir at 8
p.m.
---Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10 a.m.
and Staff-Parish Committee at 7
P.m.

Thursday, March 17
Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291
Veterans of Foreign Wars will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in Annex of
Miller Courthouse Annex (use
back entrance ).
---Special St. Patrick's program of
music by Rob. Anne and Kim
Lough and Doug Nesbitt, Jamie
Fields and Parker Brown will be
at 7 p.m. in Annex of Calloway
County Public Library. This is
free and open to the public.
---Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a potluck
luncheon at 12 noon at club house.
-- -Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor education 'unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
- -- Health Express of MutrayCallqway County Hospital will be
at Wingo downtown square from 9
to 11 a.m. and at Sedalia
restaurant from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Blood pressure checks, diabetes
and anemia screenings and colorectal cancer kits will be offered.
- -Prayer time will be from 12 noon
to 1:30 p.m. At Life House, crisis
pregnancy center. 1506 Chestnut
St.

Thursday, March 17
ed to meet at 7 p.m. at Hazel Community Center.
---Twin Lakers Antique Car Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Gateway
Restaurant, Draffenville.
- --Legion of Mary will meet at 9:45
a.m. in Parish Center, St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
- -- Carol Poe Group of First Baptist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m
with Denise Travis.

Thursday, March 17
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at 9
a.m. and Exercise class at 10:45
a.m.
-- -Senior citizens' activities will be
rom
iii
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
illis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
, p.m. at Ellis Center.
‘----.
- -- .Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 pm. at
Homeplace-1850.
--- -

AA and Al-Anon will have closed
ARIES
with you regarding publishing and
meeting
s at 8 p.m. at Senior
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)•
education.
Citizens' Center, Benton. For inAn important research project may LEO
begin now. Important developments (July 23 to Aug. 22)
formation call 759-j4059. 762-3399.
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than business. You are not always
ished ser- exposure to a common infection, for bone squarely After 10 seconds of ag
vice to broadcast journalism at The University of Mississippi's
understood by close ties Learn to
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nual Journalism Awards program. Jerry Campbell, a member
open up more. Birthdate of Teresa
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of
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tion from a third source, such as a ,
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Department of Journalism faculty, presented him with the award.
Cheri Theatre Lobby
Sim- person with a strep throat I'm reachEAR READER Beats me I don't
Flertolucci, filmmaker: and Pat Nixon, mons is the son of Mr. and Mrs. A.W.
Simmons Jr. of Memphis and the ing The
two events are probably know the cause of your tailbone pain
First lady.
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. A.W. Simmons Sr. of Murray.
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coccygodynia
(severe
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Ky. Country Ham — Catfish Finge
rs
Country Style Vegetables
& Salads & Beverages

'3.95

Adults

2.5O 1 2 And Under

ALL YOU CAN EAT *
US 641 South
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Visa - MasterCard - American Express

/NA:

PRENEASTER SALE
fit
Early Spring Suits -1/3 off

hoe
1116
hack

Originally $41.95 to 546.95
Introductory Spacial
$38.95 to $42.95
Mon.-Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Sunday 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Olympic Plaza
759-4795

1 Group Red & Navy
Sportswear - 1/3 off

MADEMOISELLE
753-3882
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place and to every event they took
in during the Winter games.
Shirley laughingly said they all
looked like some of the participants, so finally they just told
all people who questioned them
about their outfits that they were
part of the two-man bob sled team.
The group saw at least two
events a day, then when they went
out to dinner at some of the
beautiful restaurants, they would
discard their suits and leave them
in the van that took them all over
which was really two hours later Calgar
y.
here in Murray.
One of Shirley's and Billy's most
PSG arranged for the Smiths fun memor
ies was going to the
and four other couples to stay on women
's downhill ski race and
this private ranch, and what a lux- riding
the ski lift up to the top of
urious ranch it was. the view from the mounta
in, and then traveling
every room was spectacular, with down on
foot. What a feat!!
the mountains on one side, a lake
One of the most fascinating
on another, and just wonderful places
they went for dinner was
trees, birds, blue sky. With its the Top
of the Tower where the
2,500 acres, cattle and horses Olympic
flame was burning. Their
roamed the range.
days started about 5 a.m. and
The company provided the didn't
end until late at night. The
couples with a young woman to be tickets for
these Winter Games at
their tour director. The company Calgary
were purchased for PCS
also had custom made red and over a
year ago.
white ski suits for all 10 of the
When it was time to say good-by
group. and they wore these every to the
group. Calgary, and that
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Rainey's
Day
By Rainey Apperson
Murray and Calgary had a
meeting of the minds during the
Olympic Winter Games of '88. It is
not every day that somebody from
this area gets to Calgary, but
Shirley and Billy Smith made it.
During Calgary '88, the Potash
Corp. of Saskatchawan invited Billy Smith, an employee of Hutson's
of Murray, and his wife, Shirley,
as their guests. This Canadian
supplier certainly knows how to
throw a party.
The Smiths left Feb. 19 about
530 in the morning from Paducah,
and arrived in Calgary at 8 p.m.,

Calgary '88 Winter Olympic Games provided the backgr
ound for this group enjoying the evelts. Shirley and
Billy Smith, pictured right, are with three
other members of their group, waiting to see one of the Olympic
events.
scenery, the Smiths felt like they
had been around the world, just
trying to get home to Murray.
Their flight was routed back
through New York for some
strange reason.

Guess who was on the flight
back to Nashville - you guessed it
- a country and western star, and
none other than Conway Twiny.
Shirley just had to have his
autograph for her daughter-in-

law. Shirley said he was
delightful personality.
You never can tell - the Smiths
may decide for the next Winter
Games to participate in that "twoman bob sled event."

DATEBOOK

Suburban Club hears lesson
Betty Wilson presented a lesson on "New Window
Treatments and
How to Make Them" at February meeting of Suburb
an Homemakers
Club at the home of Pat Rogers with Anna Bell Russell
as cohostess. Sue
Dunn, president, gave a devotion on "A Tiny Spark"
from Matthew 5:14.
Also present was Rosanna Miller who is hostess for the
March meeting.

Parents' Night Out on March 25
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity at Murray
State University will have
"The Parents' Night Out" on Friday, March
25, from 5 to 10 p.m. in Carr
Health Building, MSU This is for childre
n, ages 4 to 12, and it is free.
Games will be played in the gym.
movies will be shown, and
refreshments of popcorn and soda will be
served.

Musical program here Thursday

Wadesboro Club will meet

Rob, Anne and Kim Lough will presented a program of traditi
onal
Irish and Celtic music, accompanied by guitar, hammered
and lap
dulcimer and tin whistle, on Thursday, March 17, at 7 p.m.
in Annex of
Calloway Public Library. Included in this program, free
to the public,
will be standard Irish favorites, "Irish Washerwoman," "Dann
y Boy"
and "The Leprechaun" as well as some traditional hornpipes,
reels, and
O'Carolan harp tunes. Also performing will be the group, Shiehal
lion,
composed of Doug Nesbitt, Jamie Fields and Parker Brown
. "Presenting a St. Patrick's program has become an annual event at
the library
and everyone is welcome to attend," said Margaret Trevat
han,
director.

VFW Post will meet Thursday
Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will meet
Thursday. March 17, at 7:30 p.m. at Miller Courthouse Annex 4use back
entrance). A member of Murray Fire Department will be the speaker,
according to Roger Emmert, commander, who invites all interested
persons to attend.

Wadesboro Homemakers Club will meet Thursday at 11 a.m.
at Sirloin
Stockade. Lessons on "Know Your Community Resour
ces" by Elaine
Collins and "Window Treatment" by Imogene Palmer
were presented
at February meeting of the club. Mrs. Palmer showed a variety
of curtains, shades, mini blinds, etc. LaVerna Hardie discussed
the newsletter
on "Fashions for a Fuller Figure." Pawnee Bedwell, preside
nt, presided. Also present were Paula Palmer, Helen Curd, Betty
Palmer, Ruby
Burchett, Dixie Palmer, Ann Darnell and Grace Parker.

WOW Youth plan fun night

•
4,

Woodmen of the World Youth, 8 to 13, will have a "Marc
h Bundle of
Fun Activity" on Sunday, March 20, from 3 to 6
p.m. at Crady Hall,
Camp WOW. This will Include a movie and pizza. For
more information
call Colleen Anderson, 753-2319 or 753.4382.
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Rebecca Grey Paschall born
Mr. and Mrs. Tillman C. Paschall HI of Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn., are
the
parents of a daughter. Rebecca Grey, weighing seven pounds 15
ounces,
born on Friday,,March 11, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The
mother is the former Melanie Kemp. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs.
Buddy Kemp of Cottage, Tenn.. and Clarence Paschall of Puryea
r,
Tenn., and the late Mrs. Wilma Paschall. Maternal great-grandp
arents
are Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Smethwick of Palmersville, Tenn., and
Mrs.
Lois Kemp of Paris. Tenn.

Give a
gift that
will be
treasured.

•
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Jared Andrew Denham horn
HOME DEPARTMENT - Llsa Phillips, second left in top
picture, interior designer for Creative Interiors, presented a progra
m on "Get
Ready for Spring" at February meeting of Home Department
of Murray
Viornan's Club. She brought samples, pictures and many
ideas for
sprucing up the home for spring and summer. Dorothy Jennin
gs, vice
chairman, introduced Phillips. Irma U Follotte, center
, top photo,
presided. The group voted to give MO to Heart Fund which this
depart.
ment spearheads and $50 to Playhouse in the Park. Also picture
d in top
photo, from left, Mary Hopson. Doily Lorenz and
Marie Hicks.
Hostesses, bottom photo, were, from left, Elvie Etillington,
Delano
ltaldrop, Clara Humphrey who also gave the devotion, and Euva
Alexander. The department will have a potluck luncheon at 12 noon
on Thursday, March II. with Alice Koenecke to speak about "Irish Food,"
and
Betty Boston to give the devotion.

Lt and Mrs. Mark Denham of Colorado Springs, Colo., are the parent
s
of a son, Jared Andrew, weighing seven pounds two ounces,
born on
Wednesday. March 9, at Penrose Community Hospital there.
They have
another son, Christopher Mark, 3. The mother is the former
Leslie
Hopkins. Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs. H.C. Denham and 'Mr.
and
Mrs. Jerry Hopkins, all of Murray. Great-grandparents are Mrs.
Evelyn
Brannon of Paducah and Mr. and Mrs. Fuqua Hopkins of Murray
.A
great-great-grandmother is Mrs. Hazel Mitchell of Paducah.

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ben Chambers of Rt. 1. Box 72, Farmington, are the
parents of a daughter, Nakeisha Jo, weighing eight. pounds 12 ounces
,
measuring 20 inches, born on Saturday, March 5, at 4:56 p.m. at Murra
yCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Sheila Eldrid
ge.
Grandparents are Hulon and Elizabeth Chamber of Rt. 1, Farmington,
and Mrs. Donna Bonner and the late Clifton Eldridge. Rt. 4, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Poteete Of Humboldt,
Tenn., are the parents of a
son. Gregory Michael, weighing seven pounds
10 ounces. born on Saturday. Feb. 20, at Jackson-Madison County
General Hospital, Jackson.
Tenn. The mother is the former Amy Underwood.
and Mrs. John Underwood of Paris, Tenn., Grandparents are Mr.
and Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Poteete of Humboldt. A great-grandmother
is Mrs. Steely Bell West of
Puryear, Tenn.

Laura Elizabeth Wilson born
Mr. and Mrs. Michael E. Wilson of Rt. 1, Box 75, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Laura Elizabeth, weighing seven pounds two
ounces, measuring 194 inches, born on Monday. March 7, at 6:06
p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former
Tina M.
Thompson. The father is employed with Murray Electric System. Paternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Eddie Wilson of Murray
.
Maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Joe Lee of Rt. 1, Alm°,
and Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Thompson of Louisville. Great-grandmothers
are Mrs. Hugh F. Wilson of Murray and Mrs. John Lee of Hardin.
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Paducah's Only REAL ITALIAN PIZZA'
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LARGE 16" PIZZAS
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Pick Up Only
Expires 3-31 88
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FLORIDA'S SUITEST VACATION
on ORLANDO'S ATLANTIC OCEAN BEAC
H
Beautiful new all-suite resort. 1 or 2 bedroom suites have fully equipped kitchens,
living/dining area, private balcony, Cable
TV and HBO. Swimming pools, sun
decks, wide expanse of beach. Enjoy
sightseeing, golf, tennis, water sports,
fishing., Near 1-4 and 1-95 .. . just a short
drive to Disney World and all Central Florida attractions.

DIBEGILYDILIELQUALI
Foy your best oceanfront value, enjoy a
spacious suite (not just a hotel room) on
Florida's best beach
Special Rates:
$35.00* ONE BEDROOM SUITE
$42.50 TWO BEDROOM SUITE
• Per person. per night, double occupan
cy

3 LOCATIONS
Central Shopping
Kentucky. 1 125 S. 3rd St.
Center
Oaks
Mali Pet Brashly ItRentit
Murray

1

759-9600 442-1212 442-9500

TREASUA HOUSE
OF GIFTS
Southside Manor • Murray
Remember Easter, April 3rd

Nakeisha JO Chambersborn

Gregory Michael Poteete born

r

oilmiiitt k...1•14 r1 i'1

Oceani•a Suit
_ e Hotel

Based on availability from
Apr. 1610 May 25, 1988

—
421 S. Atlantic Ave New Smryna Beach, FL 32069 (904)-423-84
00
TOLL FREE: Florida 800-342-5034

NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931

New Smyrna Beach, FLORIDA

Choose from
our selections
at...

"I was

overweight for years, so . . .

My Friends Were Amazed
When I Lost 46 Lbs.
In Only 6 Weeks!"
LAS VEGAS,NV — Elizabeth Jordan was a "fad diet junky." She had
tried everything - the diets, the clinics, the drugstore' drugs. Some of
them even seemed to work - but
never for long.
"Oh sure, I lost a few pounds
here and there, but I always gamed
them right back. Some days I felt like
an oversized grapefruit."
Then Elizabeth made a discovery
that was to change her life and
appearance forever. "I saw an article
in my newspaper about a miracle new
diet product called FIBRAGEN. I
thought, "Well, it probably won't
work, but the manufacturer was
willing to send it C.O.D. and offered
a money-back guarantee so I figured
why not give it one last try. To my
amazement and delight the pounds
began to drop away from the very
first day. Since I had been overweight for 10 years my friends could
hardly believe their eyes when (hey
saw me lose 46 pounds in only 6
WEVICS "

What is this incredible program
that worked so astonishingly well for
Elizabeth when everything else had
failed? The Fibragen program was
developed from the latest nutritional
and dietary research featuring all natural FIBRAGEN tablets. First
among FIBRAGEN's combination
of ingredients is an oriental root
extract that has been awarded a patent for weight loss by the U.S Patent
Office In the Patent Study, while
eating their normal diet, the average weight lossfor women over a
fifteen week period was 37.5 lbs.
and for men 42.5 lbs. The least
amount of weight loss for
anyone tested was 11 lbs. Second,
HBRAGEN is made with natural
extract of Papaya,recognized as a valuable aid in the proper digestion of
protein and starches. Third, FIBRAGEN contains a s-pectilly developed blend of rare dietary fiber
which was found to be "remarkable" in producing weight loss in a
"double blind" European study

And, finally, FIBRAGEN provides 100% of the daily vitamins
recommended by the U.S.
Government, so important for
good health during rapid weight
loss. (The vitamins in this product
alone are worth the purchase price.)
Upon review of the FIBRAGEN formula, Dr. J.B. Dorms,
noted Public Health physician, commented,"FIBRAGEN contains the
finest combination of fibers I have
encountered in any weight loss product It is particularly beneficial for
promoting a natural feeling of
fullness, preventing overeating and
allowing the digestive tract to absorb
only those nutrients actually needed
by the body - a healthy and sure way
to lose weight."
Elizabeth has achieved nothing
less than a new life. Not only dots she
look good, but she feels great.
Because weight loss with FIBRA.
GEN is guaranteed, the manufacturers make this remarkable offer one they wouldn't dare make if there
were a single doubt Place your order
now and, try FIBRAGEN as
directed. If you are not entirely sansfled simply return the empty container within 45 days fior a prompt
refund of your purchase price - no
questions asked. You can order the
program and a 30-day supply of these
amazing pills for:
,19.95 or a 60-day
supply for S34.95 (plus :400 shipping and handling).
To order simply call FIBRAGEN,24 hours a day 7 days a week TOLL FREE 1-800-453-2100 and
use your VISA, Master( ard or
American Express. FIBRAGEN
will also accept your C.O.D. order
nght over the phone. But please
don't wait. Order today. You won't
risk a thing If you don't lose those
unwanted pounds you'll get a full
refund of your purchase price. One
warning though, after trying 1113RAGEN yizki may need a seamstress
to take in your clothes or better yet
make You a whole new wardrobe!
11488
1-800-453-2100
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Underdog Racers gunning for upset in NCAA Tournament
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Now that the Murray State Racers have silenced
their doubters once and for all, they find
themselves in the same position they were in at the
start of the season — underdogs.
"We've achieved a couple of goals," Racer head
coach Steve Newton said. "We just feel like now
that we're invited to the party, it's an opportiinity
to make names for ourselves.
"We're going to be, on paper, underdogs, but I
think we were picked fifth and we're going to the
NCAA."
MSU overcame early player suspensions and a
fifth-place prediction in the preseason coaches' poll
to run away with the Ohio Valley Conference
regular-season and tournament titles. Now the
Racers, 21-9, must overcome the powerful North
Carolina State Wolfpack in the first round of the
NCAA Tournament in Lincoln, Neb., Friday night.
The Wolfpack finished 24-7 overall and 10-4 in the

Backcourt
possibilities

Friday's Murray State-North Carolina State game will be broadcast on WPSD-T1 in Paducah and on
WSJP radio in Murray and its affiliate stations on the Racer Network. TYpolfis slated for 7:07
p.m.,(NT.
competitive Atlantic Coast Conference, good for second place. The ACC sent five teams to the NCAA
with Duke picking up the automatic bid as tournament champions.
Newton, however, believes his team is ready for
the challenge of N.C. State, citing the strength of
the OVC and his club's 7-0 conferenceroad record
as major reasons for confidence.
If the Racers, seeded 14th in the 16-team Midwest
regional, are to pull off the upset of third-seeded
N.C. State, they will need continued strong play
from Jeff Martin.
Martin, the OVC Player of the Year, finished the
regular season as the nation's fourth-leading scorer
at 26.2 points a game. He kept his strong play going
through the OVC Tournament, scoring 38 points
and grabbing eight rebounds in two games, and

was named Tournament MVP.
-Our chances are as good as any other team's
playing in the tournament," Martin sairr "N.C.
State is a good team, but they're not a powerhouse
or anything."
After watching video tapes of the Wolfpack Mon-.
day afternoon, Martin doesn't think he'll see any
special defenses designed to stop him.
"They play a straight man-to-man and a little
zone," he said. "If they play man, they have me
one-on-one, just like everybody else. It's just between me and whoever's holding me."
The Wolfpack is led by 6-foot-8 junior Chucky
Brown who averaged 16.6 points this year for the
nation's 14th ranked team.
Charles Shackleford, a 6-foot-10 center-forward.
scored 16.7 points while clearing 9.5 rebounds a

my

First Region Tournament

Marshall acts Swift-ly ;
Heath upsets Ballard

Louisville must
keep guards up
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Louisville was caught with its
guards down a year ago. The Cardinals' backcourt play down the
stretch this season has the players
thinking they might contend for
Louisville's third national basketball championship of the 1980's.
"A year ago our guards rarely,
if ever, held their own against
anybody," Louisville Coach Denny Crum said in looking back at
last year's 18-14 team. "Game in
and game out, our guards would
get four to six points a game and
our opponents' guards were getting 20 to 24."
That has changed, dramatically, this year. LaBradford Smith, a
freshman, is averaging 12.8 points
a game, and Keith Williams, a
sophomore, is averaging just
under 10.
Just how much difference have
Crum's youngsters made' Last
year, Louisville couldn't qualify
for one of the 64 berths available in
the NCAA Tournament field.
Crum thinks this year's team is
among the 15 or so with a realistic
chance of winning the tournament.
"I said before the season that by
year's end, this team could be a
contender if they made normal
progress and worked hard, and
they have," Crum said. "We're
playing the best we've played all
year right now."
This team, unlike last year's,
has performed like a "typical"
Crum team. If there are lumps to
be taken, they'll be absorbed early, but Louisville will be doing the
thumping by season's end. After
falling to 10-8 at midseason, a
record equal at that point to the
1987 team, Louisville has won 12 of
14 games.
It's 22-10 record kept the CardinaLs out of the national rankings.
but it was good enough to win the
Metro Conference regular-season
and tournament titles.
"It crossed Nveryone's mind"
that another 1987 could happen
this year, junior center Pervis
Ellison said
But instead of folding and risking another snub by the NCAA
selection committee, Louisville
rose to the challenge. Smith and
Williams opened up things outside, allowing Ellison to recapture
the sensational form of 1986, when
as a freshman he paced the Cardinals to the NCAA title.
Crum said Louisville simply
learned its lessons as the season
progressed, then put them to use
when It counted most.

game. He also. blocked 26 shuts this season.
One of N.C. State's most dangerous weapons is
guard Vinny Del Negro. Del Negro scored 15.9
points a game in his final season with the
Wolfpack.
Murray State defensive specialist Paul King will
be assigned to Del Negro. •
Rodney Monroe, a 6-foot-3 freshman, averaged
11.1 points a contest and Brian Howard 7.6 The
Wolfpack offense is led by 6-foot•1 point guard
Chris Corchiani. The freshman averaged 6.3 points
this season.
Newton believes that keeping the score down will
be critical for the OVC's best defensive team and
only representative in the tournament.
•'They like to run on mades and misses, so defensively our transition is critical," Newton said.
"They can put up a lot of points."
The Wolfpack averaged 73.1 points in
play
while Murray State averaged 77, but in a more
(Cont'd on page 8)
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Marshall County's Alicia Sells looks upcourt as Graves County's Tammy Richardson applies
defensi%e
pressure during Marshall's narrow escape in the First Region semifinals.
kiwi? pboto

by Daatel T Parker

By DANIEL T. PARKER
free throw for a 39-33 spread that
Asst. Sports Editor •
was reduced to 39-35 when Barber
With their lengthy reign as First struck again from underneath.
Region champions on the line. the
Graves stole the ball, but hurled
Marshall County Lady Marshals a bad pass into Marshall County
put a "Swift" finish to the upset arms, and All-State center
hopes of the Graves County Lady Stephanie Gossum hit from the
Eagles Monday night at Graves baseline for a 41.35 difference at
County High School.
the end of the third quarter
Senior forward Darlene Swift
Marshall again pulled away
led Marshall's desperate defen- from Graves, easing out to a 48-38
sive stand against the crippled but lead on a strong power move by
determined Graves girls, and seal- Gossum, who surpassed Mary
ed the 52-48 win by rebounding the Taylor's school record of 2.015
potential tying shot with six career points in the game
seconds left, then sinking two free
But again the Lady Eagles
throws to send the Lady Marshals fought back After Marshall missinto the First Region tournament ed three'free throws and walked
championships.
with the ball. Mathis scored on an
The championship round, to be inbounds play for a 48-40 gap
held tonight at Graves County
Miss'Sanderson came up with a
High School at 7:30, will pit the steal and Barber scored off a Tamseven-time defending regional my Richardson assist, but Martillists against the.,Heath Lady shall's Knstie Walker scored on
Pirates, who posted the first upset an uncontested layup for a 50-42
of the regional in Monday's second spread
game by defeating Ballard
Richardson dropped in an outMemorial in a defensive struggle. side jumper to slice the lead to six
38-3S.
again, and Marshall County lost
The Lady Eagles went up the ball out of bounds. then called
against the Lady Marshals a timeout with 2 - 15 left.
without the services of senior point
Swift hauled down a rebound.
guard Lisa Toon, sidelined with a but Richardson forced Alicia Sells
knee sprain after averaging 18 to back across the time line for an
points during the regular season.' over-and-back violation with 1.43
But the senior-dominated Lady- left. Richardson scored on the en.
Eagle squad, trailing 28-14 at one suing possession for a 50-46 difpoint in the first half, used defen- ference. and Marshall County lost
sive pressure to mount its com- the ball on a second over-and-back
eback late in the third quarter.
call with 1 23 left
Leading 38-27, the Lady MarRichardson rebounded her own
shals felt their crown begin to missed shot and scored on the put.
shake when Lon Clapp stole the backto pull Graves to within two
ball and scored on a layup. follow- with 1:08 left, and Marshall almost
ed by a walking violation against threw the ball away. with Walker
Marshall
making the save
Tammy Mathis added twb
But another bad pass — MarGCHS free throws at the 2.35 mark
shall's 20th turnover of the game
to cut the lead to 38-31, and when and 16th of the half — went
Marshall County lost the ball out straight into Barber's hands at
of bounds. senior 6-2 center Missy halfcourt With only seconds to
Barber canned two of her gameplay, the Lady Eagles quickly set
high 26 points to chop the lead to
up. but Barber's shot from the
five.
lane struck the back of the rim and
Marshall walked with the ball skipped off, with Swift again cornagain, but Barber was called for ing down with the crucial rebound
an offensive foul and Swift hit a (('ont'd on page 6)

College basketball

Arizona's Olson says lesson to be learned in All-America selections
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
NEW YORK — Arizona Coach
Lute Olson sees a lesson for
basketball teams in his having a
player on both the first and second
All-America teams.
Junior forward Sean Elliott was
named to the first team on Mon-

Jackie
Newberry
Trenching
"Thank you for allowing
us to be a part of your
new medical offices."

TRENCHING IS
OUR BUSINESS

753 8315

day and senior guard Steve Kerr
was on the second team. Olson
said having two players of such
high caliber has not been a
problem.
"The biggest thing is they're all
so completely unselfish. They
don't care who scores," Olson said
after learning the two players
from his second-ranked Wildcats
were chosen. "Individual honors
are the least of their concern but
it's interesting to see individual
honors go with teams that perform
well and it's a great lesson for
teams to learn."

Joining Elliott on the first team,
which was selected by a
20-member panel of sportswriters
from the AP and its member
newspapers, were seniors Danny
Manning of Kansas, Hersey
Hawkins of Bradley and Gary
Grant of Michigan and sophomore
forward J.R. Reid of North
Carolina.
Elliott averaged 19 points and
5.8 rebounds for the Wildcats who
were ranked No for six weeks
this season.
The 6-foot-10 Manning. named to
the first team for the second

You Will!
He Should
Be Your Next
Magistrate For District #2

VOTE STEVE LAX
May 24th
PAqi for

by Candidate

straight year. managed a fine
senior season despite injury and
academic problems that plagued
the Jayhawks
"I think he's had a phenomonal
year considering we've had so
many problems this year. and it's
added extra responsibility to Danny, and he's done a tremendous
job," Kansas Coach Larry Brown
said.
rn
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• The 1957 55
AsanClaterl Previ All America basketball
team
First Team
Sean
a S junior Arizona
Gary Grant 1.3 senior Mu, higan
Hersey Hawkins AU senior Braille,
Danny Manning 6 10 senior K•rusii.,
.1 R Reid 6 9 sophomore North Carotins
Second Team
Danny Ferry, lit) junior Duke
Jeff Grayer. 11-11 senior Iowa Stale
Steve Kerr 1.2. senior Arizona
Jerome 'Arlo. It It junior Pittsburgh
Mark Macon a 5 freshman Temple
Third Team
Fennis Demho IS senior Wyoming
Sherman Douglas 60 junior Syracuse
Byron Larkin 6 3 senior Xavier Ohio
Will Perdue 7 0 se-nior Vanderbilt
Michael Smith Al Brigham Young
Nameable Merolla%
Dana Harms
Boston College. Ricky
Berry San Jose State Rex Chapman Ken
lucky. Derrick Chlevinis Missouri. Derrick
Colizman Syracuse Hank Gathers, Loyola
calif
Harvey Grant
Oklahoma, Skip
Henderson Marshall Troy Leal. Purdue
lion Majeri• Central Michigan. Vernon
Maxwell
Florida . Darryl Middleton
Baylor Todd Mitchell Purdue Dyron Ni,,
Tennessee Damn Weenan ['high, Mitch
Richmond Kansas State, David Riven,
Notre Dame
Lionel Simmons LaSalle
Charles Smith
Pittsburgh
Rik Smits
Martst

Manning, named Big Eight
player of the year as a sophomore
and junior. averaged 22.3 points
and 8 9 rebounds this season
Hawkins. a 6-3 guard, enters
tournament play with a 36.0 scoring average, the highest since
Freeman Williams of Portland
State averaged 38.8 in 1
He's
also the first player to
points in a season since
hams
11 years ago.
"He's the consumate dilegiate
player because he has an absolute
great demeanor for the game and
has seen every type of defense
thrown at him and he's unflap
pable, yet remarkably consistent,
inasmuch as he's averaging 36
points," Bradley Coach Stan
Albeck said of Hawkins.
Grant averaged 22 points and 6.9
assists this year and led the Big
Ten in steals three consecutive
seasons.
Reid enjoyed a solid sophomore
season. The 6-9 forward averaged
17.9 points and 8.7 rebounds while
shooting 61 percent from the field.
Pittsburgh's Jerome Lane, who
was voted to the third team as a
sophomore last season, joined
Kerr on the second team this year.
Others on the second team were
Temple freshman Mark Macon,
Duke junior Danny Ferry and
senior Jeff Grayer of Iowa State.
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Underdog Racers gunning...
((ont'd from page 7)
disciplined, deliberate attack.
That attack is complimented by
Martin's scoring more than
dominated by it with junior guard .

Don Mann running the show for
Newton's team.
Mann averaged 18.4 points a
game and led the conference at 5.9
assists. He made the all -

Tennis

Lady Racers sweep to title
men snap four-match skid
Staff Report

Posting perfect records in four
singles slots and all three doubles
positions, the Murray State
University Lady Racer tennis
squad swept to the championship
of the six-team Border Olympics
Tennis Tournament in Laredo, Tx.
over the weekend.
Posting perfect 4-0 marks during the competition were Lady
Racer players Celine Neffkes,
Alice Johnson, Sherri Chong and
Nan DeFabio. the team's No. 3

Itifk.ry
History repeats
at NCAA meet_ as
Wigger wins title
Staff Report

History re-repeated itself in the
1988 NCAA Rifle Championships
March 11-12 at the Virginia
Military Institute when West
Virginia re-captured the national
title over Murray State. 6.192 to
6.183.
Murray had defeated West
Virginia in 1985 for the national title, only to have the Hokies win it
back in 1986 over Murray's
second-place finish.'
The Racers re-claimed the national title in 1987, with West
Virginia second.
Murray's Deena Wigger claimed the individual title in the air rifle competition in a tie-breaker
over West Virginia's William
Dodd. Both finished at 391. with
Wigger claiming the title with 20
"Inner 10's" to Dodd's 15.
Wigger led Murray in smallbore
shooting as well, tying for ninth
place.
Gary Stephens placed fourth -in
air rifle and tied for 12th in
smallbore for Murray. while
Marianne Wallace was 22nd in
smallbore and tied for 24th in air
rifle
Other smallbore finishes for
Murray showed Donald Kristiansen in 25th, Robert Luc ke r 36th
and Spencer Coe 37th.
In air rifle, Alison Schultz was
tied for 17th.•
Wigger and Stephens were named to the first-team All-America
teams in both smallbore and air rifle Marianne Wallace and Allison
Schultz were selected secondteam in air rifle, with Wallace also
gaining honorable mention status
in smallbore

Ita eel" report
MSU wants to see
fans' true colors
The Murray State basketball
program would like all fans mak
Ins the trip to Lincoln, Neb., for
the MSU-N.C. State game to wear
blue and sold in support of the
Racers, a university official said
Several Murray State sweatshirts and other apparell can be
found at the campus bookstore and
other weft stores
There will be a pep rally for the
Racers tonight at 6:30 in Racer
Arena.

Give lour IRA
a check-up.
Find out if it's working
as hard as it can to
provide for your
retirement.
tod out limy hc,inhv %VIM
present IRA progrAm
Or, how to IrAnster your IRA
j higher yielding.
prolessiortally-mAnAged progrAm Just stop by my office
lot A free. 11O-ObfigAtem IRA
hck Ip

Dmid Lane
520 Maio St

through No. 6 seeds.
Top seed Sally Henle was 3-1
during the Border Olympics, while
Bobbi Koehn finished with a 2-2
record.
In doubles play, Neffkes and
DeFabio were 2-0 while HenleChong and Koehn-Johnson were
1-0 each.
The Lady Racers compete
against Middle Tennessee on
Thursday, Arkansas State on Friday and University of Evansville
and Tennessee-Chattanooga on
Saturday. All matches are
scheduled at Murray State but
may be moved to tile Kenlake Tennis Center in Auro in case of inclement weather.
In men's tennis action, Murray
State's Racers snapped a tourmatch losing streak with a 6-3 win
over Middle Tennessee State Monday in Murfreesboro, Tn.
The win extended Murray's
OVC winning streak to 53 games,a
string which extends back to 1982.
The Racers play at Alabama'
today.

Baseball

'Breds lose to
Sea Warriors
Staff Report'

Defense was the downfall of the
Murray State Thoroughbreds
Monday in Hawaii, as the Hawaii
Pacific Sea Warriors took advantage of eight MSU errors to claim
a 7-6, 13-inning win over the _
'Breds.
Murray's pitching allowed only
two earned runs during the game,
while Hawaii Pacific also had
their defensive problems, committing four errors to let in three
unearned runs.
Murray's Rodney Metz went
two-for-four with a run scored.
Scott Wesson, 0-1, took the loss for
the 2-5 Thoroughbreds, while Dan
Rosado, 2-0, recorded the win for
the 9-2 Sea Warriors.
The loss was the second in the
three-game series for Murray,
who begins a three-game series
with the University of Hawaii
Rainbows tonight.

tournament team, despite a
2-for-16 game in the championship, a 73-70 win over Austin Peay.
Mann said he was surprised at the
all-tournament selection, but
hasn't lost confidence in his play
after just two poor-shooting
affairs.
"What I have to do is just get
those two games out of my mind,
relax and play be...11," he said. "I
think I've been putting too much
pressure on myself instead of just
going out there to relax and have a
good time."
Having the tough time of going
against the powerful Shackleford
Will be 6-foot-8 center Carl Sias.
Sias, a one-year player after a tour
of duty in the U.S. Army,averaged
8.5 points and 5.4 rebounds.

Another key player inside will
be sophomore forward Chris
Ogden, who scored the first eight
points of the second half against
APSU. Ogden averaged 8.0 points
and 6.7 rebounds.
King, a 6-foot-3 freshman,
scored 6.1 points while sharing
playing time with Terence Brooks.
Brooks scored 5.6 a contest.
Newton said his team is relaxed
and will be going back to a ''shirts
and skins" philosophy in Lincoln.
"We're going to go out, have fun
and see how well we can play
against N.C. State," Newton said
"Our goal now, just as it has been
all year, is to get into the tournament and advance farther than
any other team in history. We
have that opportunity."

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAN
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
901 SYCAMORE

Basketball
EASTERN CONFERENCE
%titanic las ision
V.
I. Pct. GB
44 . 19
698 '• ashington •
21 34
443 16
.•
York
27 35
435 164
•.,01,1elphia
26 35
426. 17
m Jersey
16 46
2514 27.4
Central Illistsion
'-troll
42 20
677
•..inta
37 '13
617
,.it•ago
35 26
574
'.lwaukee
34 26
567
7
..lusna
34i 31
42
•••yeland
30 33
175 F2't •
MESTER% CONFERENCE
Midwest Di k ision
M
I. Pct. 4.8
42 19
699

Marshall acts Swift-ly...
(font'd from page 7)
Fouled immediately, Swift sank
both ends of the 1-plus-1 with 0:06
left to seal the win.
Heath, the last girls' First
Region champion before Marshall
began its streak reached the-1988

championship game with a defensive performance that included
holding Cathy Cunningham
scoreless and coming up with a
game-preserving steal with
seconds showing.

Local bowling
Magic TO League
1/11:1111
Team
Economy Tire
Joyce Noel Tax Service
Video Production Specialties
Photography by -Hal
Thurman Furniture
Martha s Hill Burger
Melt Shop
F'eoples Bank
Briggs A Stratton 3 Blue
Ricks Vinyl Roofs
Briggs & Stratton 6 Red
Futrell Tile
High aeries Mica
Nancy Buchanan
High -tianie litkp
Leruut Henson
Higil Series licr
Nancy Buchanan
High Game Scr
Sondra Rice

L
31
374

W
65
594
55
57
56
514
49
49
36
35
32
29

39
40
444
47
47
60
61
64
67
696
261
Ill
234

sandy Sight Mise41 Couples
3 AVM
Trani
V.
Darnell,
32
64
Murray Bowling 1ew•
614 .34',
Strikers
564 394
Kenlake Foods
51
45
Team 67
•
51
45
Lake Osmers
49
Son of • Bucks
46
50
Hustlers
46
50
Odd Couples
$4
42
Fun Only
sis
Ii
Four Oaks
37
59
Alley Cats
13
tilligh Game Sicr
Virgil Dick
246
last. Smith
231
High Game Harp
Virgil luck
262
Lois Smith
254
Marge Hinman
254
High Seek, Scr
Prentice Darnell
623
Lola Smith
615
High series Hd, p
rian
665
Lois Smith
684
Murray (allows. (aunty 1 oung
America litosi Bee Alliance 33 SR
IN•iske 4
ti & T
37
774
Ttlr4rs
Firs-crackers
25
Team II
High Seri.-. Hdcp
Hilly McCarth,
Tracy- O'Connor,,
High Game Hdcp
eiwki

14
234
26
3.4
324
323 t
t73

Tracy O'Connor
High Series Scr
Jason Henson
Billy McCarthy
Tracy ()Connor
Angie Howell
High Game Scr
Jason Henson
Tracy 0 Connor
Division B
Gutterdusters
Corvette Four
Marriors
Wildcats
Alleycals
Knockout,'
High Merles Hdcp
Greg Atkins
Christy Smith'
High Series Scr
Greg Atkins
Nicole McCarthy
High Game Hdcp
Greg Atkins
Angel Burks-en
High Game Scr
Greg Atkins
Nicole McCarthy
Division(
I.
Screwball.
MJ s
Team 47
Misfits
Team 04
Survivors
,series Ildrp
High'
Dusty Nilson
Mary Ann Todd
thigh Series sscr
• Dusty Wilson
Mary Ann Todd
High Gam.- Hd. p
Dusty Nilson
itna Fa21
High l.stne
Dusty Villson
Dina Fazi

155
1{44
194
115
119
Ill
64
444 234
13
25
344 334
34
34
27
41
21
47
514
492
331
349
188
.171
127
121
494.
434
43
4.3
404.
294
23

184.
244
'L5
25
274
310,
45,
655
538

753-8355

MYERf

Cash

Carry

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.
Alon-FrI 7-5 5e1 8-12

MondaY

Pinnacle

7-Year Warranty

906
6`••

Monday's Games ,
New York .104. Cleveland 102
Washington 112. Sun Antonio 106
Detroit 109. Sacramento 97
Dallas 121 Golcln State 101
'Utah 116 Denver 115
Los Angeles takers :15 Nevi .lerse., 301'

Honorable Mention
First Region Players
Calloway County - Chad Siubblefrield
Corey Wells.
Murray High - Jim Hornbuckle, Jame,
Payne
Graves County - Kip Ellington 1
Wadlington.
Hickman County - Bruce Lane Georg,
Yarbro
Marshall County - Dan Hall, Allan Hat
cher 'coach
Paducah Tilghman - Keith Woods

MON DA Ir'S GAMES
GIRLS
1.1 Region
Marshall Co 52. Graves Co. 415
Heath 38. Ballard Memorial 35
tad Region
Henderson Co 52. Madisonville 43
S Hopkins 68. Providence 55
3rdiLe-gion
Ohio Co 52 Owensboro 51 OT
Breckuiridge Co 48, Hughes-Kirk 37 •
4th Region
Warren Central 67 Logan Co 49
ViarLen East 49. Allen Co -Scottsville 40
5th Region
F. Hardin 45. Marion Co 29
Green Co 61 Meade Co 56
/Rh Region
Oldham Co. 41. Shelby Co. 314
Bul/Itt East 57. Carroll Co 5i
inh Region

Notre Dame 60. Cm' Holmes 41
10th Region
Clark Co 41 Paris 29
Mason Co 53 Bracken Co 50
11th Region
Lex Henry' Clay 64. Lex Catholit 43
Lex Bryan Station 66. Viestern Hills 5r•
15th Region
Laurel Co. 37. Garrard Co 31
Pulaski Co 48. Mercer Co 46
13th Region
Corbin 71. Middlesboro 4.
Clay Co 65. Knox Cent 63
14th Region
Fletntrig.Neon 61. MC Napier 5:: ,
Owsley Co 57. Breathitt l'o 46
1311, Region
Phelps 72, Dortn 52
Johnson Central 56. Betsey Layne 52
lath Region
W Carter 45. Mende.. Co 44 SF

Chris\Bowles. Madisonville Sr .
Jack Jennings, Coy Holmes.
Mitch Cothran. Marshall Co . Ar .
Chris Jones, Russell. Sr G 1910
Coach of the l'ear, Bobby Keith.(la,
ty

520
370
254
201
209
153

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

40111\

11
OP
Ob%OM%IbA
silb
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Sale

"SPECIALS - OF - THE - WEEK"

199

Pacific DO felon
x-I. A Lakers
50 12
it-Portland
39 21
Seattle
33 29
Phoenix
17 44
Golden State
II 47
I.. A Clippers
12 47
,.clinched playoff berth

367- 190,
294.1 21,„

iricis

Visa-MC-Diecom

60" Tub & Shower Combo
White or Bone

-

54,

81

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Open

4act

ir
34 2.
22 3.
44

LEXINGTON, Ky'Al', - The 1958 Kentucky Associated F'ress boys All-State
tyaskeihall teams and coach of the year as
voted try sportswriters and sportscasters
First Team
Name. School 'Class. Position. Avg
Richle Farmer. Clay County. Sr.. G. 26 1
Allan Houston. Lou Ballard. Jr G. 20 7
Keith Adkins. Pamtsville, Sr . G. 32 1
James Brewer, Bardstown. Sr . G. 20.3
Travis Ford. Madisonville. Jr G, 22 6
Second Team
Michael Gray Caldwell Co . Sr F. 26.6
Scott !holey. LaRue County. Sr . F. 27 1
Orlando Stewart. Owensboro. Sr G, 25.0
Robbie Graham. Fleming Co . Sr . G. 280 ,
Miite Allen. Lex Bryan Station. Jr . G. 24.0
. ---,Third Team
Russ Chadwell.(lay County. Sr.. F. 1144
Rick Henry. Lou Vlaggener Sr Fs-24 1

.'

011
01.))*(11.

Denyer
lath
San Antonio
arnento

Weiser
Locks...
elegance
and quality
you can
put your
hands on

Economy
Studs

Brick

790

93900

21
Shelmp
Sa
lu
te
!
Just$39.9
Save $1.50 on a 21-piece gulfShrimp Dinner

per thousand
5000 + z Free Delivery
/2X 4 -

Paneling

A heaping half pound of tangy cocktail sauce. warm roll
luscious shrimp, lightly breaded and butter. at a price to really
and fried to a golden perfection. cheer about!
Served with crispy French fries.
No one brings more to the
cole slaw.
table than _Jerry's!

115.,

Mow National Hotel)

7S3-7101

grw

Edward 1)

IAA Jones&
Member New York Stock Exchange Inc
Member Securities investor Protection
Corporation

&AMES

$699

$j44

Raspberry Pecan

Poly Hose Hanger does tic'
or corrode Easy Instanapon
909 2 38 4 0 H 40 P

Reg. 9111
'

FAMILY RESTAURANTS

South 12th Street, Murray
Offer good through 4/3/88 only at participating Jerry's Family Restaurants

fir"
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THE ACES ON BRIDGE'
"Fortune pays you sometimes for
the intensity of her favors by the
.shortness of their duration. She soon
tires of carrying anyone long on her
shoulders."
— Baltasar Gracian.

Dancing class
available at
Murray State

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
3-IS-A
•i 54
•K Q 10 7 5 2
•K J 9 7

WEST
EAST
•K J 10 3
416 9 8 2
4
•3
Luck ran out on South immediate- •Q J 10 9 6
•A 8 5 4 3
ly after his play to the first trick. +642
•A Q 108
With very good luck in the black
suits, he would have scored two
SOUTH
•A Q 6
overtricks. With very bad luck, he
•A J 9 8 6
posted one down.
•K 7 2
South ruffed the opening lead in
4b 5 3
dummy,led a trump to his eight and
led a club to dummy's jack East
Vulnerable: Both
took the queen and shifted to spades,
Dealer. South
South's queen going to West's king. The bidding:
Back came the spade jack to force
South's ace, and the plan exploded. South West
North
East
The defenders took two clubs and 1•
Pass
4•
All pass
two spades, and South paid off with
a 720-point swing(620 for game and
Opening lead Diamond queen
rubber plus 100 for the penalty).
South alibied that it was the bad
BID WITH THE ACES
luck in the black suits that did him
3-15-B
in. But he missed the main chance.
South
holds:
It was the play he made in diamonds
that lost the game.
•K J 10 3
South's good luck came with
•4
West's diamond lead. But to cash in,
•Q J 10 9 6
South should have discarded a spade
+642
from dummy instead of ruffing.
South would give up a diamond trick North South
that he didn't have to lose, but in re- 1•
turn would eliminate his spade losers. Having discarded one small ANSWER:One spade. Do not bypass
spade from dummy at trick one, he a four-card major in favor of offerwould discard another spade on his ing a single raise in a minor.
diamond king. There would be three Send bridge questions to Tbe
Aces, PO Box
losers instead of four and, more im- 12313. Dallas. Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
portant, no need to offer weak stamped envelope for reply
alibis.
Coperylt, MU Vatted Feature Syndicate

Murray State University students (from left) Russ Minton, Robert Lansdown and Pamela Johnson accept
congratulations from Bill Kressenberg, executive director of the Paducah Area Construction Advancement
Foundation, on receiving the foundation's annual scholarships. The awards were designed to promote the advancement of construction-related programs sat Murray State, Kressenberg said. Wilton, son of George and
Phyllis Minton of Gilbertsville, is a senior majoring in construction technology; Lansdown, a junior majoring
in industrial arts education, is the son of Howard Lansdown of Sturgis; and Ms. Johnson is a senior civil
engineering major from Princeton.

ttc

EF Foundation
eking hosts for
reign students

..

. •
•oliV

—.:t• •
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Murray-Calloway County United liay President Bob Cornelison, far rig-ht, poses with Bob Nance. far left;
Patsy Pierce and Jim Tate, Jr. of Jim Tate Jr.'s Murray Auto Auction. The car in the picture will be auctioned
Thursday, Mar. 17 at the Almo auction facility with the proceeds going to the United lia). The auction will
begin at 6:30 p.m.

Home Loans
at Republic.
Call us today!

Calloway wins tourney, MHS second
Calloway County won first place members for the national tournain the sweepstakes honors of the ment to be held in New Orleans,
Kentucky Catholic Forensic - Louisiana on May 28-29.
Those members were: Lori
League National Qualifying Tournament this past weekend in Jones. oratory, Debbie Mott and
Shepherdsville Murray High Jason Woods, dramatic perforSchool finished second.
mance; Amy Helm, declamation,
Calloway finished the tourna- Kim Goetz l prose-poetry: Jon
ment with 143 points. Murray had Rose and Tracy Ross, extem119 and Jessamine County was poraneous speaking: and Matt
third with 72 points.
Yuill in Lincoln-Douglas debate.
Calloway qualified eight team
Murray qualified several for the

Wood-carving course to be
offered in evenings at MSU

• Finance—or—Refinance
• Low Caps —adjustable rate loan with

1 % cap per six month period; lifetime
ceiling of 13.9%

• Fast Closings — we keep paperwork
to a minimum

A wood-carving course will be
offered on four Tuesday evenings,
March 22 and 29 and April 5 and 12.
on the campus of Murray State
University as a part of the Community Education Program.
To meet from 7 to 9 p.m. in room
312 of the Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the course is co-sponsored by the
Department of Art on the campus

• Up to 30 year term
LIVE FISH
for
STOCKING PONDS

9.580,0

Buchanan Feed & Seed
Industrial Drive
March 17 11:00 Noon

Ca-753-5378
Os.

APR

Ken

Jacobs Bowig(-fp...502442-2555

Instruction will include techniques of knife sharpening, handling
the knife and tarving in relief and
in the round. Participants should
come to the first class with an idea
of what they want to carve. Work
will begin on the wood-carving
project at the first class meeting.
Cathy Robinson, a wood carver
for 28 years and winner of
numerous awards, will teach the
course. The course fee is $25. Participants will need wood and a carving knife, which may be purchased from the instructor.
Anyone interested in registering
may call the Community Education Program at (502) 762-2716 or
send registration fee (check made
payable to Murray State University), along with name, address and
telephone number to:
Community Education Program, 308 Sparks Hall, Murray
State University, Murray, Ky.
42071.

national tournament The following is a list of the qualifiers and
where they placed in last
weekend's tourney.
Scott Rose. first. Lincoln Douglas debate.
Eric Easley, third. LincolnDouglas debate.
Leigh Baker, first, dramatic
performance.
Laney Howell, second, oratory.
Janet Whaley and David
Weatherly. third, duo
interpretation
Melanie Julian and Laramie
Simpson, fourth. duo
Interpretation
Dawn Greer, fourth, extemporaneous speaking.
Melissa Clement, fourth. prose poetry.
Leslie Loberger, fifth, oratory.
David Vaughan, third, prosepoetry.
The Murray freshmen will participate in the Junior State Tournament this weekend.
The Calloway team is coached
by Larry England and assistants
Tim Black, Carrie Paschall, Lynn
Paulk and Bill Murray
The Murray team is coached by
Mark Etherton.

Hog Market
P.Pd.ral %tote N•rhet •PV.• '.rsI,. W•reh 1'5
1W1 Pleotorlar Purrhow %mg Hog Margot 12opor1
Iro lodes I ISuging %lotion, 44.4.4 elpla get WI Plot
goo florrno• A (.1/34 I NI higher .4..• 46
,
044 1 OD
higher
I t VIO
11s4
I
142 SO 41 AO
14121110M Ws
ON In 42 io
ItitisiMib.
141 as 42 se
1 a I 4 LSO no um
uses 43 MD
Moo*
14 1 t 270 3.541 lb.
1131.1* 33 Oo

ssi

Oa 31.30

$xs.a• RAM
11311.110 Se.ea

Lexington: (606) 266-1165
Frankfort: (502) 875-4300
Elizabethtown: (502) 769-6356

yen .
irrctfaUe

e

Paducah (502) 442-9171
Murray (502) 759-1630
Benton (502) 527-3193

t

esta.s• 31
A/1

443-8000

Toll Free 1-800-592-3481

ONL Y

\tirt
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The American Heart Association. Kentucky Affiliate, has
recently named Kathy Hodge of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
as a new Communication Committee Member As a member. Mrs.
Hodge will be available to answer
questions concerning the AHA in
the Murray, Kentucky area or be
able to refer them to the appropriate source.
Mrs. Hodge has been the Director of Public Relations at MurrayCalloway County Hospital for the
past 12 years. She is a member of
Business and Professional Women
and a member of Leadership Murray. Mrs Hodge is also an advisor
to the Medical Explorer Post and
Is active in the Kentucky Society
of Hospital Public Relations.

Italian
ti3=1, Spaghetti Special

Savings Bank

1-hc. otter rna% he withdrawn without

Hodge named to
commu ncation
committee

Paducah, Kentucky

GARY PUCKETT
SATURDAY, MARCH 19
8 PM & 10 PM

,

ae

Educational Foundation for
Foreign Study. a non-profit high
school exchange organization, is
looking for homes for over 3.700
students from 21 different countries. Kathie Gentry, the local EF
Foundation Area kepresentative.
has just received a wide variety of
applications from students hoping
to live in the Murray-Calloway
County area
Although the students don't arrive until mid-August. Gentry is
anxious to find homes for these
students as soon as possible Early
matching of families and students
allows them to establish a friendship, before they even meet, by
writing to each other about their
homes. interests and
communities.
EF Foundation students come
from 13 European countries, three
South American countries. Mexico, Indonesia, Japan and the
Philippines. Students stay with a
family for 10 months while they attend the local public high school
They are fully insured and have
their own spending money Host
families provide students with
room. board and a loving environment, treating the student as they
would their own son or daughter
If you would like to find out
more about hosting one of the EF
Foundation students coming into
your area this year, call Gentry at
759-1991, or the EF Foundation.
toll free. at 1-800-44-SHARE

1 Executive Boulevard

(711'111/1/

REPUBLIC

-

"Ballroom and Western Dancing", a beginning non-credit
course designed for Individuals
who want to learn or brush up on
traditional ballroom and western
dances, will be offered at Murray
State University by the Community Education Program on five
Monday evenings, March 21 and 28
and April 4, 18 and 25.
Both singles and couples are invited to enroll in the course, which
will meet in Rooms 226 and 228 of
Roy Stewart Stadium from 7 to
8:30 p.m. The Thurman School of
Dance will provide instruction for
the course.
Participants will have an oportunity to learn to dance the
featured dance (the Mambo)from
the movie "Dirty Dancing." Other
dances to be taught include slow
dancing, fast dancing, and country
western dancing. The registration
fee is $35 per person.
Anyone interested in registering
for the course may call the Community Education Program at
( 502 762-2716 or send the registration fee (checks made payable to
Murray State University. along
with name, address and telephone
number to Community Education Program, Room 308, Sparks Hall.
Murray State University, Murray.
Ky., 42071. The program is sponsored by the Calloway County and
Murray City schools and Murray
State University
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COMING SOON
MEL TILLIS
SATURDAY, MARCH 26
8 PM & 10 PM

Call for information on weekend specials
.1

With Garlic Steed
Inside Dining Only

L

99

Salad 59 litre

Fre. Refills On Drinks

SPECIAL FOR KIDS

Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
You can't stof this well el borne for this price

•

TUESDAY, MARCH 15, 1988

AROUND THE HOUSE
HOMES FOR AMERICANS
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN

THITMULTILEVEL HOUSE HAS A VIEW in its sight. It is designed as
an upside-down plan, which places its living areas above most of the bedrooms
other than the master Plan HA1459A has 884 square feet on the first floor
and 1.268 on the second. For more information write enclosing a stamped.
self-addressed envelope -- to architect Jerold L Axelrod. 2500 New York
Ase.. Melsille. NY 11747
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0SPRAY FERTILIZING
•WEED CONTROL
•INSECT CONTROL

Front door should serve as buffer to world
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsleatures
The front door is the first impression people get of a family's
home It should look nice as well
as serve as an entranceway and
buffer against the outside world.
Until fairly recently, wood and
metal front doors just about split
the market A newcomer into the
field, a molded fiberglass door, is
beginning to win wide acceptance.
Oddly, whatever resistance some
consumers have developed to it
stems from its being plastic. Deke
Welles, marketing chief of the
Therma-True Corp. of Toledo,
Ohio. admits this is because
plastic is sometimes associated
with "cheap " He explains:
'Most common building products are in the plastic family, including siding and flooring. But
they are referred to as vinyl
because plastic has traditionally
been a dirty word. But 'Made in
Japan' used to mean something
cheap and shoddy Now it is a
distinctive mark of good quality.
We're working toward the day
wherj people who manufacture and
use plastic products will also get
respect."
To make consumers more comfortable with the idea of a
fiberglass door, the company
keeps track of products that have
shifted from wood to metal to
plastic Among the most familiar
are boats, tennis rackets, golf
clubs, skis, fishing rods and even
automobiles. Welles says new
technology has overcome such
obstacles as plastics being subject
to ultra-violet light degradation
and deterioration from contact
with solvents. The fiberglass doors
are molded so that they look like
wood and take a stain like wood.
The doors' molded sills accept
nails and screws and come in a
wide range of grains and styles.
When Therma-True first experimented with a fiberglass.
reinforced composite resin
material — plastic — it came a
cropper. The test turned into a
plastic dud. It took several years
of work and further experiments
to make a fiberglass door that
turned around a conservative
industry
Welles likes to point out one indication of how successfully the
fiberglass-door imitates the appearance of wood. It came when a
trade magazine mistakenly used a
photo of a fiberglass door In an article on wood doors. Deke's father
David, is president of the company. He founded it 26 years ago,
taking over a bankrupt lumber
company that had "no business,
no inventory and little money."
Now it sells metal doors and its
new fiberglass doors in every state
and in Canada. It has manufacturing plants in three states, employs

more than \500 people and soon
may be licensing its. molded
fiberglass doors overseas.
The fiberglass door is said to
resist warping, cracking or splitting and can't rust or dent. Inside

its fiberglass exterior is a solid
polyurethane insulating core with
a thermal protection value of 11.5,
higher than many steel doors and
about four times the insulation of
most wood doors.

Hey
Couch
Potatoes!

753-1320
We Go That Extra Yard For You!

MURRAY SUPPLY COMPANY
Is Your Aqua Glass Distributor

125

2 Movies for the Price of

Our Selection
is always
best during
the week.

This area's only chemical lawn care company

We carry
over

Roll over and take
advantage of our sweet
specials. This Wednesday
and Thursday—

Rent

varied, original weathered colors. because it was something
The show was the last regularly everybody used all the time.
scheduled event for the gallery, Employing these materials is a
which is being discontinued. The
way to make art accessible to all.
reason, according to its director,
is that the number of art galleries
Since furniture has been
for futiflIture is now so large that available to artists as a subject for
an experimental space is no centuries, one might question why
it is being accorded so much attenlonger needed.
The 16 makers whose work was tion as an art medium now, rather
shown at the Workbench and On than before.
the Wall might aspire to the
According to Richard Armrenown enjoyed by Richard Artstrong,
curator of the Artschwager. His furniture-like
schwage
r
exhibition at the
sculptures and paintings of rooms
Whitney Museum of American
in a home are being exhibited at
Art, one explanation for the curthe Whitney Museum of American
rent
popularity of furniture and
Art through April 3. Then the exhibition will travel to San Fran- other familiar objects as art subjects is that "there is a move to incisco, Los Angeles and Europe.
tegrate art into daily life."
Artschwager's preferred
material for the sculptures is ForA number of people, both as
mica, a plastic laminate. The
makers and viewers, are attracted
"canvas" on which he paints is
to the idea of art that doesn't look
Celotex wallboard.
like art. Nowadays, he said,
He said he had chosen to use fur- "Everyone wants to turn his life
niture as a metaphor for his art
into an art form."

r lawn care professionals

U
nip: FLOOR PLAN

papier mache male nude painted
By BARBARA MAYER
in gold. Suspended from the
AP Newsfeatures
*
Are you having any fun with figure's hand is a tat* lamp with
a fringed shade. Then there was
your furniture?
The question might once have "Mr. Neon," a bar with its own
been absurd. But with a growing pink neon lighting, by Kajur Kulp.
number of pieces being made by Word play was another theme: for
artists with a sense of humor, the example, a three-drawer chest
conversation -stopping chair, that was totally askew was called
cabinet or lamp may soon be as simply "Slant-top Dresser."
easy to find as a damask-covered
With art furniture, sometimes
wing chair reproduction.
the idea counts more than execuIn New York recently, a fur- tion. For example, Richard
niture store, an art gallery and a Holloway concealed a working
museum all displayed furniture radio inside a fanciful globe of the
with a humorous and sometimes world. The user changes stations
by giving the globe a spin.
practical purpose.
Perhaps the most outrageous
At the Gallery at Workbench in
and amusing collection was on New York, an experimental furview at On the Wall, a small niture art gallery in a retail furstorefront gallery in New York Ci- niture store, work of three furty. James Bacchi, gallery direc- niture makers that was a far cry
tor, said work relating to home from the rest of the stock was on
furnishings was among the most view. Among the one-of-a-kind
interesting art today. Included pieces were cabinets in unusual
were lighting, furniture, bars, shapes, made of different kinds of
cabinetry, window treatments, salvaged wood, used in all their
decorative screens, clocks and
mirrors with prices ranging from
$350 to $6,000).
A great variety of approaches
were revealed in the work on view,
Industrial chic was evident in a
brushed aluminum bar on wheels
by Andrew Pawlan. By mixing
unlikely materials such as translucent silk appliqued with silicone
patterns in a window covering,
another artist conveyed the otherwordly atmosphere of present and
future that might be imagined on
another planet.
Delight in intricacy was a theme
of a 6-inch-high ceramic clock
which lifts out of its base to reveal
a secret compartment.
Parody may have been the goal
in Adam Kurtzman's 10-foot tall

I
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Mefrray Ledger & Times

Artists put fun back into owning furniture

ri-
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RENTAL SALES
CENTER
L Mel,, It.

Ilkenvy

nsiost

00on till•frt.•I Sat.

units in
stock
at all
times
from a
32" shower
to a
7 foot spa.

BONANZA
THE BRAND THAT
MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

•.•

•

CHURCHES

And your American Standard Distributo
r
See our large inventory, then hear our prices before
you
purchase bathroom or kitchen fixtures.

a

RC , A

Pedestal Sinks

Countertop Sinks
GARAGES

HORSE BARNS

Whirlpool Tubs

Faucnts

Home of Quality, Service & Low Prices Since 1953

Call or Write

J.C. Cates
Construction Co.
19765 Cairo Road
W. Paducah, Ky. 42086
502-443-8562
. the brand that makes th• diftrancs.

10111 R q A
U

SUPPLY COMPANY
208 E. Main

753-3361

4•
,
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By Abigail
Van Buren
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1988 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

School 'Freshman Frolic' Too
Formal for Principal's Taste
DEAR ABBY: I am a freshman in
high school. Coming up in June is
our Freshman Frolic, a formal
dance for ninth-graders. Our principal just announced that she is
banning the use of limousines to
and from the Frolic. She has also
banned the rental of tuxedos and
full-length gowns. This has been
allowed in all previous years.
The majority of our class does not
believe that this is a fair decision.
We feel that if the students' parents
are willing to foot the bill for gown,
tuxedo and limo, they should have
the right to do so. We would rather
not be driven by our parents,and we
want to wear whateyr we consider
formal and nice.
Our principal has received calls
for and against her decision. She
explained that by allowing limousines, gowns and tuxedos, the
students who can't afford them will
stay home because they'll be embarrassed to arrive in an ordinary car
and not dressed as fancy as others.
She also says that we will have
the chance to do these expensive
things in the upper grades. We feel
that since it has been allowed
before, and our parents are willing
to pay for it, we should be entitled
to enjoy such privileges. How do you
feel about this?
FLUSTERED FRESHMAN,
WEST NEWBURY, MASS.
DEAR FLUSTERED: I hate to
rain on your parade, but I can't
believe that the parents of
every ninth-grader can afford
to hire a limo and rent a tuxedo,
I agree with the principal. Too
many children are rushing to
grow up too fast these days.

-EAR I GOT TRAPED
BACK,CHARLES 50 I JUST
WANTED TO SAY 60023'(E
Zit

Thank heavens for one principal who is willing to say.
"Whoa!"

Lordy, Lordy
Dorothy
Garland
is 40!

•• *

DEAR ABBY: I understand that
it is considered rude to talk to
someone who is reading a newspaper or watching TV, and my husband says it's rude to talk at
mealtimes.
When we're in the car, he always
has the radio on, so we can't talk
then. When he's in the garden, there GLASS
repair and re
is either the mower or the weed- placement work for
wacker making noise, so it's useless home, business and
to talk. At bedtime, it's "time to go auto Window glass,
to sleep,- and other times he's at plate glass. insulated
glass, tempered safety
home, he's showering or shaving.
I have asked him to go for a walk glass. plexiglass,
mirrors, glass table
with me, but he doesn't like to walk. tops and shelving
Also,
So when are we supposed to storm windows and
discuss important matters — or doors repaired. Patio
door glass, store fronts
unimportant ones?
SHUT OUT M&G Complete Glass
IN VICTORIA, B.C. Co . phone 502 753 0180.
JO
DEAR SHUT OUT: Good
question. Why don't you schedule an "appointment" with your
non-verbal man? I'm serious.
Ask HIM. Perhaps counseling
would bring to the surface the
reason your husband consistently dodges conversing with
you.

AN'S Varieties has
name brand childrens
and lunior spring ar
rivals, ladies
springwear and chil
dren and ladies bathing
suits at 40% off! Acid
washed ieans and
overalls, 9 months 7
years
LayawayS
available
Jo An's
Varieties on the square,
753-9569.

•• •

Problems? Write to Abby. For a

personal, unpublished reply, send a
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
Abbv, P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles.
Cab?. 90069. All correspondence is
confidential.

Flea Market
Betty's Place
Int. 68 & 80 Aurora, Ky.

Opening for the season
March 12th
New Low Rates

I GUESS I UJA5N.T MUCH HELP
TO YOUR BASEBALL TEAM..I
DIDN'T SCORE A SINGLE 60AL..
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the ultimate in

Everybody Cell

Punch Embroidery

Sheila Lencki

Dtal-a-Loop Needles
Guaranteed For Life
Thread - Angel Hair.
AcryUc. Pearl. Cotton.
Metallic'
.(Watch for
new thread soon I
Glue•N-Wash
(No
More Punching On
Bulky Fabric • Just
Glue On) Patterns approx 500 Looney
Tunes Patterns - NFL

ATFISH fingerlings. 26
cents each Murray Bait
Company, 94 East

I ml went of Hanel on
Stair We Rood ass

5

ribose 4111-86/11 for
FREE Iffeeluiliop

TRAMFER your 8MM
:home movies to video
tape $350 per 50 ft
reel, tape included
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs Free
pick up ana delivery
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759 9246

Wayne Darnell
Boat &
Motor Repair
25 Years Experience
Buy. Sell or Trade

Hwy. 94 East
1 mile from
Murray
753-0079

Lost

and Found

REWARD offered
Girl's class ring lost in
area of Seven Seas Sat ,
3588 Ring echo style
containing green center
stone with 2 clear stones
on each side Livingston
Central lettering sur
rounds the green stone
Initials JAT inside, year
mark 1988 Any info call
928 4541 after 4P M

PUBLIC RELATIONS
POSITION AVAILABLE
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has a

part-time position available for an assistant
in the public relations department. This
position is responsible for producing written and photographic marketing and communications material such as newsletters,
news releases, and other publications for inhouse and community information

By Gones
Antiques &
Shopping Mall
Country furnishings,
crafts, dolls & doll
furn., gifts & lots of
useful & appealing
items.

Qualified applicants must have a B.S.
degree in communications, Journalism or
related field or two years experience in the
same or similar position. Competitive
salary -plus benefits package.

Hwy. 94 E
1 none from Murray

Contact

753-0079

I NEVER EVEN"
MADE A FREE
THROW..

I SS BE AN OLAN

SPECIAL - free pattern with each visit

'753-4199
"Our 28th Year"

Richard'Storts. Personnel
Murray-Calloway county Hospital
803 Poplar St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-5131 ext. 113

MILLS EMPLOYEE
Join other adults earn
ing $100 $700 weekly by
working only a few
hours every morning or
evening
For more in
formation contact Jack
Brown
Murray Plaza
Court Hotel, Murray
KY
Monday March
7th, 5P M 9P M ,
Tuesday Friday 9A M
M , and 5P M 9P AA
sarv Must have Strong
753 2682 Ext 24 E 0 E
manage
CERTIFIED Medication supervisory
Aide 3 11, 40 hours ment and nursing skills
weekly Seeking caring. Excellent benefits 8.
neat individual'. Call for chance for advancement
appointment
Fern Apply in person at
Oakview Manor Hwy 62
Terrace Lodge 753 7109
East Calvert City, Ky
EOE
CRTT E or CRTT E OE MF HV
TECH . registry eilgi
ble or registered
therapist
PT PRN
apply or send resume
to Personnel. Marshall
County Hospital, 503
Geo McClain Drive
Benton, Ky 42025
rARN
TO $7 AN
HOUR We need 20
money motivated in
dividuals for exciting
new local promotion
Full or part time days
Paid vacation
,n.
or evenings, ail
we
No ex
.SUranCe ar1C
perience necessary, we
men! bene"
train
Clear speaking
voice and good reading
ability a must Apply
now for immediate
work
Southside Shop
ping Center. 616 S 12th
St
Suite 103
10A M AP M

Full-Time or
Part-Time

TYPESETTER

n

Hooded
Experience necessary

Send resume to
P.O. 1040-L,
Murray, Ky.
42071

MPLOYMENT op
portunities in your area
Call 195 8351
FEDERAL. Stale 3.
Civil Service Jobs $19,
616 to $69,891 Year,

9

Situation

Wanted

7 PEOPLE will do
house cleaning
437 4811
CHRISTIAN family will
do mowing light haul
ing and house cleaning
Prices reasonable 492

Hiring! Cali job
459 3611. E xt
f973 for info 24HR
GET Paid for reading
books. $10000 per title
Write PASE 187K, 161 8899
Now

THE FAR SIDE

Line

By GARY LARSON

1 518

Lincolnway
S
Aurora, IL 60542

tENERAL house and
Office cleaning 6 years
experience
Re
ferences 759 1575

N

LIGHT DELIVERY
CASH PAID DAILY
Local deliveries cc T will keep and care for
onomy vehicle and neat a lady in my home in
appearance a most Hazel Experienced
Apply now for immedi Good references 492
ate work Southside 8510
POSITION Wanted
Shopping Center, 616 S
Will Sit with the Sick or
12th St
Suite 103
elderly in Mayfield
10A M 4P M
Par is Murray, Benton
MLTs wanted
Part
or Paducah Will live in
time -positions availa
Apply or send or .sit, days Have 25
ble

EMMA

resume to Marshall
County HOS9(1411, Alt
Personnel, 503 Geo
McClain Drive, Benton.
Kentucky 42025

Lighting Salesmen
Janitorial Salesmen
Industrial Se/rumen
Chemical Solosmen
Women Sales People
Retired Sales People

ETTTETTIll
IRMA ,I5 THIS
TEA OR COFFEE?

if
lllyou do not have
GED or your high
schOol diploma, 121 you
have been out of school
9 months or more. 131
you are between ages 16
& 21 We are a EOE
This proiect is funded
by the Western Ky
Private Industry
Council
JTPA
Call
JT PA Out Of School
753 9378 between 8 30
12 00 5 days a week
PART time admissions
clerk needed in Mar
shall County Hospital's
E mergency Room
Apply or send resume to
Personnel
Marshall
County Hospital
503
Geo McClain Drive
Benton, Kentucky 42025
RN Director of Nursing
needed for 118 bed facii
ity Experience preferred
but not absolutely neces

part time help needed
Apply at Shelter. IP M
4P M only on March
17th and 18th

7591147

Lynda's Pretty
Punch Plus

NEED a lob' A openings
now You may qualify

6 Help Wanted
ANIMAL Shelter full g

Fah Her A Happy
84th Birthday,

Help Wanted

6

Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield. Ky 247 6762
Diamonds, black hills
gold. 14kt gold chains
"We sell for lessi" "We
guarantee it " Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler

Today

Patterns

Jerry McConnell
Insurance

Notice

ITT

Pretty Punch

Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible and copayments amounts
You will be required to
pay even more of the
bill In fact. if you go to
the hospital. you or
your insurance will
have to pay the first
$540 00
before
Medicare
pays
anything For free information call

2

WHAT DOE
IT TASTE
LIKE?

TASTES LIKE
TURPENTINE

IT

OH, THAT'S OUR COFFEE.
OUR TEA TASTES LIKE
TRANSMISSION FLUID

years experience
3594

753

10 Business Opportunity
I BAY shop Can be used
as 2 seperate businesses
on approximately 1 acre
of land Gas heat Good
investment 437 4366

11

Instruction
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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ILIIIIME131331_
i ARMY ALLOWS
THE
USE OF COSMETICS
iAN D HAIRSTYLING
NOW

KNOW ..

UNFORTUNATELY,
BEETLE HEARD
ABOUT IT

iOCIZ(

singer
38 French articie
39 Total
41 Bow
42 Artist s stand
44 Forenoon
48 Last
48 "Ship of the
desert"
51 Observes
52 Macaw
53 Exists
55 Certain
language
forms
59 Scold
60 Midday
62 Unclothed
63 Tavern stock
64 Finishes
65 Pith of a
matter

1 Stain
5 Large tubs
9 Soft food
12 One opposed
13 Mental image
14 Anglo-Saxon
money
15 Island in
Aegean Sea

17 Save,
symbol
18 Paving
substance
19 Goddess of
discord
21 Extra
23 Full of fire
27 Near
28 Mr Shor
29 Uncouth
person
31 Harvest
goddess
34 Off's
opposite
35 Swiss

11=1=31

:2

Answer to Previous Puzzle
1111F.
01)..-1.3
POSED.
MORSEL
ADORES
Sar
EL
ETON
LOFT
ALP
STOLEilliE A
NOOK
STALE
A'G
-WEEP
EtkULAT'E
TEAS
EDAM
DESPITE
ETU I
,
SLOPS
L
ON
Ui
ESSE
LL E
SAILS
ELA
SINK
CATS
AT'
ESTEEMEMOURNS
TENTSMS P•E WON
pronoun

4 Freedom
5 Call on
6 Paid notice
7 Hyson. e g
8 Sinks in
middle
9 — chip

DOWN

2"

I Mr Mineo
2 Individual
3 Possessive

dr"

N M

II

Is
17
II11111II

21

W

1111:31113:15=3
TILL AT
THE LAKE„
COLONEL,'
ERA,CODE
OLIVE.

ilia

II
11 MIMI
'UUUUUl II
4IUU
II
27

"

42

II

iiiii
%
idiill

Ill II "Ilili
dli 1111 dIll
dli 1111 id

10 Sandarac
tree
11 Peel
16 Prayer
20 Withdraws
from
22 Father
23 Portico
24 Body of water
25 Maiden loved
by Zeus
26 Pigeon pea
30 Judged
32 Entreaty
33 Trade for
money
36 Speck
37 "— Arizona
40 Harm
43 Tin symbol
45 Myself
47 Checks
48 Scene of first
miracle
19 Sea in Asia
50 Boundary
54 Offspring
56 Yes Fr
57 Physicians
ribbr

58 Series of
games
61 Hypothritirai
force

ism

14100.334A 203

TRAVEL AGENT
Tina GUIDE
AiciLikE FIESEFIYAtiokist

Start locally full time part
time Train on live airline
computers Home studx and
resident trams Financial
aid available Job pla(rment
assistance National Hdqtrs
Lighthouse 7'1 Fl
‘1 I 18011 *11(511
N,

14

4- 44.1it•41,,,44.....
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Want to Buy

WANT
TO BUY
Dark Fire Cured

Tobacco Base
Call:
492-8546
After 5 p.m.
JUNK cars and trucks
Ask for Larry 753 3633
WANTED
Standing
timber We use horses,
no skidder
Call Ken
Glasco, 615 232 6425

.15

Articles for Sale

1 22,000 Tb air con
ditioner, 1 5,000 BTU air
conditioner and upright
freezer 155 Cu ft All
good condition. 759 9556

CLASSIFIEDS
16 Home Furnishings
1 PIECE living room
suite, floral blue and
beige, like new, $250
Also Whirlpool upright
freezer, call 474 2361.
FOR Sale Couch and
chair, $200 or best offer
Call 753 6244
HIDE A BED, $25,
Washer and dryer, $50
each, 2 Kitchen tables,
$10 each Call 753 0008.
NEW Matching couch
and chair Two metal
frame twin beds with
box springs and mat
tress Will take best
offer 753 7862
SOFA, great shape. 1371
or best offer Wing
chair, good shape, $65
firm Call 753 0571

19

Farm Equipment

roR D

800 Tractor S
pieces of equipment
Call 435 4258

20

Sports Equipment

GOLF cart I wheeler
with new batteries and
trailer $1000 753 5744

Musical

22

0 PIECE- Ludwig brum
Set. Black Cortex
Brand new hardware
Lots of extras Excel
lent condition $1,500
firm Call 759 4723

Miscellaneous

24

24

Miscellaneous

1D CHANNEL
Hand
held programmable
scanner. car antenna
$125. 4 Channel Crystal
scanner and recharger
$75 Call Mark 753 2337
15x8 LANDAU Chrome
wheels, lugs. caps,
stems with 243 6JR15"
white letter tires
National xT Renegade
$500 3 Prom Dresses,
sizes 8. 17, and 20 Call
753 5382 after 5P M
1 DRESSES suitable for
either pageant or prom
Size 10 floor length pink
with sequin top Size 8
black and gold tea
length strapless Both
Kitchens by
purchased and worn one
time in Nashville Call
WARD ELKINS
759 1775 i day I or 753
9284 (nights & "We
create the world'
weekends)
ALUMINUM extension
finest kitchens
ladders 14' $39 99. 16'
411 Maple 753.1713
$42 99
20 $59 99
24'
$74 99 18' $99 99 Wallin
Hardware
Downtown. 25 Business Services
Paris

ET your tax refund
faster
We're equipped
to transmit to IRS by
computer
Refunds
issued in average of 18
days last year' We can
Catfish 12 cents each
transmit if I do the
Call 381 2766 to order
preparation, you or
March 11 18 after 6P M
Now
Fish will be available another preparer
preparing individual,
March 19th
farm, business and
FIREWOOD Seasoned partnersh
ips
Call
Oak
Delivered and Joyce Noel Tax Service
stacked or you pick up 489 2440 for appoint
Charles Barnett 753 merit, information or
5476
rates
BEAUTY

Shcp

equip

rnent for sale I dresser
bowl and 2 dryers Good
condition call 759 1084
FINGERLING Channel

The only used cars we sell
are one's we'd own ourselves

CARS
'87 Plymouth Voyager SE...Locai
,:,ner less than 7 000 miles lots of War,inty left
'86 Buick C•ntury Limited-Local oneowner. lust 22.000 mi, loaded
'86 Pontiac 8000...Local 1 -owner. 27.000
ml full power and air
'85 Dodge Daytona...Auto. air, AM-FM
cassette. under 50.000 mi
'85 Dodge Omnl...Local 1 -owner auto air
AMr,f-fv1 stereo
'84 Ford Escort Wagon...Auto air extra nice and clear

Business Services

25

FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
FIREWOOD for sale
Also, tree removing 30
years experience 436
2758 or 436 2562.
FOLEY Belsaw saw
sharpening equipment.
Sears router, lh p_,
bunk beds, Ricoh KR5
camera with extra lens,
sun lamp 436 2878
GlkSON log slitter, 5HP
Briggs & Stratton motor, 13 ton capacity, belt
drive, excellent condi
tion
753 7783 after
5P M
GOLO 8000 winch with
controls, 30 gallon hot
water heater, new.
Westinghouse dryer
759 4608
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502 247 7831.
LAWNMOWER, 1
bikes, overstuffed
couch, 2 end tables,
coffee table, platform
rocker, overstuffed
chair Call 759 1482
LAWNMOWER Battery
$20 99 Wallin Hardware
downtown Paris, TN
MARINE Batteries 71
Series 85 amp $3999, 77
Series 105 amp $4999
Wallin Hardware
downtown Paris, TN
MEMBERSHIP in
Pirates Cove Resort
$5000 Serious offers
only 753 6298
MEMBERSHIP in
Pirates Cove Re
creational Resort on
Ky Lake Year round
camping & recreational
facilities For informa
lion. 437 4216
SEASONED firewood,
$50 2 ricks delivered
436 2778
SPLIT firewood, mulch,
and slabs Cali 435 4530
TILLERS, 51-1P Briggs
and Stratton engine,
chain drive, $289 99 in
carton
Wallin Hard
ware Downtown Paris

34

MIKE Hodge's Tax
Service offering elec
Ironic filing
Refunds
processed in average of
18 days 11 years ex
Perience
Southside
Shopping Center, 759
1425

26

TV

Radio

27 Mobile Homes for Sale

36 For Rent or Lease
RENT to Own a Heavy
Duty Washer and
Dryer, $18 per week
Call Movie World at
753 4663

1981 14x77 CLAYTON
mobile home, 2 bed
room, 1 bath, large
kitchen, large living
room with fireplace
Central electric heat
and air, washer and
dryer hook up, partially
furnished
In trailer
park in town $10,000
firm Must see to ap
prec late 4.36 2173 after
6P M

28 Mobile Homes for Rent
BEDROOM house
trailer in New Concord
175 per month
Call

Miller's 1 2 1
Mini Storage
Located on 121 By Pass
753.6774 or 753.6855
after 5 p.m

37 Livestock-Supplies
BAY horse with saddle,
blanket, briddle. Two
wheel trailer 4 x7' with
tilt bed '52 Chevy truck
for restore. Call 436-5648.
REGISTER ED Ram
bouillet sheep
Also,
geese. 753 4106.
SIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bolls. Performance & semen
Excellent qualtested

)ty

12x35 MOBILE home,
1974, nice condition
759 4608
11x70 CUSTOM built '86
Fleetwood Broadmore, 2
BR Call 498 8937 or 437
4.495
1971 ATLANTIC, 12x65,
good condition, $3800
Call 753 2519 or 759 1979

'86 Dodge W-150 4x4 LE...Local
1 -owner, every button & knob, must see &
drive

'86 Dodge Nazi Van...Local 1 -owner. 15
passenger front & rear air & heat. VS of other
options
'85 Ch•vy Scottsdalss...Local 1 -owner
auto. air. AM -FM stereo. power Steering

&

brakes

'84 Ford F100 Custom...r rychnder, 4
spec,

PEPPERS
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE
1 332 EAST WOOD ST., LAKE HWY. 79 E
PARIS, TN 901-642-5661

5.650 & up. Cadiz,

Ky 522 8794
38

Pets-Supplies

Lots for

Sale

5.5 ACRES, lake access.
1 mile from Panorama
Shores on Hwy. 280, 1/4
mile from lake. Perfect
building spot. Lots of
Oak and Pine trees.
$10,000 362 8609

Homes for Sale
2 BEDROOM house in

46

country (8 miles north
on Hwy 121). Will
consider trade for nice
mobile home $8000
Call 753-9866
1 BEDROOM, 2 bath
brick home near Ben
ton
Phone 527 9932

436 2427
OR 3 BR, furnished or

Moving
Sale

unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air con
ditioned
Shady Oaks
753 5209

48 Auto Services
1981 MAZDA 626 auto
matic, A/C, $1400 or
best offer. Call after
5P M. 437 4313.
1982 OLDS Toronado.
753-6308.
1985- CADILLAC De
53,000 miles, extra
nice
759 1084 after
5P.M.
1985 CHEVROLET
Celebrity, 23,000 miles,
PW, PS, PB, AT, AC,
AM/FM, tilt. Extra
nice! $6800. Call after
5P.M. 753 5279

Pierce
Body Shop
0.117 Years Experience

after 5P.M.
1 BEDROOM, 2 bath

ESTIMATES
house & 31 1/2 acres of
FIBERGLASSING
land 1/8 mile off Hwy.
FRAMEWORK
280 on Forrest Rd. Call
MIG WELDING
436 5318.
BY Owner in Paris, TN
SPECIALIZING IN ALL
B rick Home with
OVER PAINT JOBS
finished basement, over
753-9714
Shop:
2,000 square feet, 3 or 4
After 5:00
bedrooms, 2 baths, -liv753-0062
ing room, kitchen/dining combination with
built in appliances and 1986 BLACK Grand Am,
pantry, large utility PS, PB, PW, tilt,
room, large family AM/FM, extra clean,
room, workshop, abun- ,new tires. $7300 489
dant closets, beautifully \VOA after 6P.M.
decorated, CHA, deck, 1987 MAZDA 323 1door
'carport with attic stor- -.hatchback, excellent
age , flue, TVA in• condition. Call 753-5041,
sulateci, under termite 19§8 TOYOTA Camry,
contract, large lot, quiet fully equipped, perfect
neighborhood, 11 years condition, 5,800 miles.
old, Assumable 7 1/2% Call 502-753- 7853.
Interest Loan, $54,000. '55 BEL AIR Deluxe.
Call 901 642 5027 after All original. Make offer.
5P.M.
Call 753-2973 after 5P.M.
FOR Sale: New house
86 MAZDA pick-up cab
located in Merrywood plus, 12,000 miles, $6500
Subdivision just off of '73 Jensen Healey con
Benton Bypass to vert., 31,000 miles, $3500.
Murray 3 bedrooms, 2 '81 550 Maxim Yamaha,
baths, double garage 3800 miles, $1250. 753-6306.
with electric opener, RED HOT bargainsf
built in bookcase, large Drug dealers' cars,
wood deck, plus over 800 boats, planes repo'd.
sq. ft of storage area. Surplus. Your area.
Call 527 9192 for Buyers guide.
appointment
(1)805 687 6000 Ext. S8155
47
Motorcycles

CUTE AKC Registered
Bassett puppies
7
weeks old, only 3 left
Call 753 8448
PEKINESE puppies
Beautiful! Blond, dark
brown & a rare true
parti color
May see
sire & dame Ready by
April 151 Home raised
$175 & up Payments
available
Phone 435
4398 Murray Come see
anytime
SHIH TZU Puppies
adorable, tiny bundles
of fur Have many to
choose from Spotted &
solid Wormed & have
had all shots Ready by 1979 GS 1000 Suzuski,
April 1st
$180
ex cond Books at $1500,
Payments available
will take $1200 Call
Phone 435 4398 Murray. 753 7300 anytime
Come see anytime."
1985 450 HONDA
Nighthawk, 3,500 miles
41
Public Sales
Call 753 5472.

Now it's

Dan Taylor
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac. Inc. of
Paris, TN
,Forrnef,,,U.

Used Cars
1976 DELTA 88 Olds P.S ,

49

New & used
P B , AM/FM radio, de
pendable. S600. Call after
GM Executives &
5p m 753-6211
Program Vehicles
Wednesday
1978 CAPRICE Classic,
901-642-3900
loaded with 68,000
NICE 2 or 3 bedroom
509 S. 7th
Hwy. 79 W - Paris
original miles, original
trailer for rent 4 miles
owner. Call 753 2900 or
8 a.m.-?
out 94 East Call 753
753 5702 after 5P.M.
8.438
Furniture
lots of
Used Trucks
1979 CUTLASS station 50
NORTHWIND Mobile
clothes. windows &
wagon, V 8, power seats, 1965 cHEVY 1/2 ton
Home Park on North
doors storm windows
POwer windows & locks
truck, 6 cyl., 3 spd. Runs
16th Street now has
Good condition $1100. great in primer need
paperback books &
trailer lots ,for rent
paint, $600 8a.m Sp. m
Call 492 8956
753 9866
lots Of miSc
1979 TRANS AM, extra 759 9924
TRAILER for rent Call
nice, low mileage Call 1972 CHEVY pick up,
Dill's Trailer Court 43
Real Estate
late model motor, extra
753 6063
759 1577
kOPPERUD Realty 1979 WHITE Firebird, sharp. $2900 Call after
30 Business Rentals
offers a complete range good condition
Call 6P.M. 759.4.582.
of Real Estate services after 4P.M 753 0444
19n FORD F 100, 302,
17
BO BUILDING for
with a wide selection of 1980 MONTE Car/o, AT.,. p.s., 50,000 ,miles,
retail business Central
quality homes, - all power & air, 'ANVFM Call 753-7271.
heat 8. A C & an
,rrsutated ceiting Fan prices. 753 1277, toll.free_c.a.r„sette, 4.90rtowheet3,---;-1
c- a mpers
800-251 HOME Ext. 1/2, vinyl top, good eled walls & carpeted at
Dixieland Shopping 711L for courteous, tires, excellent condi- 1975 29 HOLIDAY fifth
Center on Chestnut, competent Real Estate tion, 79,xxx miles, Wheel, very good condi
directly adiacent to Service We make buy $1695. Call 189-2733 tion $5500 Call 901 642
8365
MSU campus Call 753- ing & selling Real anytime.
Estate easy for you
3018
SMALL Building ideal SALE or Trade Water
for office or small front cabin, year
business Reasonable around water, 2400 sq.
rent Across from MSU ft , boat dock. Mid 60's.
753 3672 after 5P.M.
campus Call 753 2967
TIME SHARE Condo Florida, minutes from
Disney World. 2 bed
32 Apts for Rent
room,
bath, LR/DR,
This lovely English Tudor just
1 BEDROOM duplex kitchen 2 Call
for details,
apartment Stove and 502 821 4151
waiting for your special touch. Full
refrigerator furnished
BOB Haley says I've
basement. 4 bedroom, 1 bath. Gas heat
Available now $135 per
got buyers I need
month plus deposit
&
central air. Mid 40's.
sellers List your pro
753 4845 days
435 4181
perty with me Call me
Call MTG/Better Homes
evenings
at 489 2266 or Roberts
FURNISHED 7 bed
Realty 753 1651
& Gardens 753-4000
room apartment. Quiet
couple Outside entr

ance, water furnished,

TRUCKS

44

BEDROOM, 2 bath,
gas heat, air, 6 miles N
of Murray. Call 1-5540951
1 BEDROOM house, 209

19

ZENITH Systems
Ill Portable Color TV
with remote Very good
condition, $150 25"
SYLVANIA GT Matic
Console color TV, nice
cabinet, great color.
$125 Call 759 1S45
75 QUASAR color con
sole, works good, $75 Call
8a m 5p m 759 9924
LEASE TO OWN 75"
console TV with remote,
$53 a month Murray
Rental & Sales 753 8201
LEASE TO OWN 19
color TV, $28 a month
Murray Rental & Sales
753 8201
LEASE TO OWN Wtr
eless remote VCR, $32 a
month
Murray Rental
& Sales 753 8201
LEASE TO OWN 170
watt stereo system,
Only $53 per month
Murray Rental 8 Sales,
753 8201

Isiiierray Ledger & Times

Houses for Rent

S 13th St., gas heat, elec
Inc air No pets $300 per
month Call 753 4862.

$225 plus deposit Call
753 5711
MUR Cal apts Nor
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR
Now rentifig
Equal
Housing Opportunity
759 4984
Now renting 1 and 7
bedroom apartments
Carl Embassy Apart
ments at 753 3530
TAKING app4scations
for Section 8
Rent
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3

BR

Apply Hilldale

18 Unit
PERFECT FOR YOUR CHURCH

Complex
Near MSU

'86 Dodge 15 Passenger Maxi Van
Front & Rear neat & air
Extra clean automatic & Full Power

PEPPERS
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE
EAST WOOD ST

Apts , Hardin, Ky
Elf...pal Housing
Opportunity

ERN
HERITAGE
REALTY

34 Houses for Rent
To lease beautiful 1
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
house in Panorama
Shores Fireplace and
many other extras Call
901 479 2604 after ip m

Apartment

Ex. occupancy
record
Call 759-9ERA
for details

44

Lots for

LAKE HWY 79E
PARIS. TN 901-642-5661

ATTENTION: EMPLOYERS
Are, y o&
r ti)luver
looking for employee'.
* W11-6
Are punctual
'Are responsible

Sale

1 1/2 ACRE on 280, 1'"1
mile off 121, new well

PUBLIC NOTICE
City of Murray 1987 Property Tax
Books will be closed on March 31,
1988 in preparation for PUBLICATION of a DELINQUENT TAX
LISTING. The City of *Murray may
also elect to file in Calloway County District Court for recovery of
delinquent property taxes.
Jo Crass
City Clerk

new septic system, new
12x16 building 759 4608.
1 LAKEVIEW- Tots al
Pine Bluff Shores
Call
Priced to sell
753 8723
DEAUT1FUL lakeside

iot on Ky Lake, would
make an excellen.t,
building or mobile hon*

site
Lot has grassy
clearing surrounded by
trees Will sell cheap
Call after 6P M 502 227
4703
LAKE property a f
bargain price 8x38
1 bedroom trailer on
approx
100'x150' lot
Septic, deepwell with
pump, storage building
and deck, *ear

Bloodriver 16,000 314
471 6163 days or 314 477
1675 after 6p.m

I(.*'. I i

ARCH IT. I9

It F'iI).

'
Work well with Other 'Work well under
pressure
• ave experience

HIRE AN OLDER WORKERIT'S GOOD BUSINESS
Call yOur local Senior Citizen Center or she
Department for Employment Services for ir
formation and reI,,, •

NATIONAL HIRE THE OLDER
WORKER WEEK MARCH 13-19
Department for
Employment Services
753 0977
Calloway County
Senior Citizens
753 0929

Funaaid by Cabinet for
Human Flatourray
Depanrnont for Ernployinant
Senotes
Job Training Parfrvarehip Act
E....narration arab Ors
▪
ertvegeirollergy Cowiel
end rt. aiireliamia-Aias
brn,sioar•••••• Dannyt

ii

52 Boats Motors
53
17'DUO Roamer,
120 HPin
board/outboard
14'
Traveler, 20HP Johnson
Trolling, depth. 436 2261
after 5P.M.
1980 LOWE aluminum
Bass boat, 70HP Mari
ner motor, trolling mo
tor and 2 depth finders.
Boat, motor and trailer
ready to go! Call 436
5830 after 5P.M.
1983 BAJA 19' 301
Chevrolet, V-8 Mercury
outdrive, tandum
trailer. Call 753-5744.
1985 LASER Bass boat,
150H P Mariner motor
with electronic & troll
ing motor, $8,000. 753
3938 after 5P.M.
1985 PROCRAFT 15
Bass boat, 60HP Mer
cury with power trim 8.
tilt 7 Mercury trolling
motor & depth finder
Like new. 753 1775.
WE buy, sell or trade
boats, motors, trailers,
Parts or most anything
marine. Paris, Tn- 901
642 3332.

Services Offered
Al ENTERPRISES of

53

tering brick and block
driveway and patio
work. Carpentry work
of all phases. Also,
natural and LP gas
work. Free estimates.
436-5355.
Al TREE Service and
stump removal. Your
professional tree ser
vice. All types, removal, topping, feeding.
Free estimates. 50'
bucket truck and chipper. Call 753-0906.
ALL types of grave!
hauled. Also, slabs and
mulch. Reasonable_ 435
4 2 9 1 , 4 3 7 4 4 0 2 or
753-0467.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE
Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 27 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753 4872, 436
5848 (home)
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, d i s
hwashers, re
frigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753
5341.

Services Offered

Gil's
Carpet and
Upholstery
Cleaning
Steam & Vacuum
System

Special!
Rooms
& Hall

Throe

$39.95
1315 Olive Blvd.
753-3727
Gil Sewell
15 years experience
QUALITY construction
repairs and alterations.
Free estimate's. Call G
& A 436-2617.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free estimates. Call 474-2307 or
753-6973.
ROZFING: 10 years
roofing for this com
munity; 15 years ex
perience, Call me at
436-2212 Bob Myers
Roofing Contractors.
SAWDUST, loaded

single-axle truck 110.
Shomaker Lumber Co ,
Hwy, 22 N, McKenzie,
Tn., 901 352-5777.
SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Home & In
dustrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed
Kenneth
Barnhill, 753 2674,
Stella, Ky.
WILL haul white rock,
riffraff, dirt, sand,
gravel & fertilizer. Call
Chuck Williams 759-1354.

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545 or
753•6763.
GENERAL repair,
plumbing, roofing, yard
work, tree work and
wood $25 a rick. 436 2642
or 436 5895.
GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications
Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753 9400
INSULATION blown in
by Sears
TVA ap
proved Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills Call Sears
753 2 3 1 0 for free
estimate.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholst
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753 5827
Satisfied references

SUR EWAY Tnee
Service Topping, pruning, tree removal. Ae
rial bucket truck. Fully
insured for your prof
ection. Stump removal
with no lawn damage.
Free estimates. No
obligations. 753-5481.
1,RAILER owners.
Does your trailer roof
need sealing? Free
estimates. Call Kenneth
at 436 2326.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
WHEELCHAIR bound
or handicapped? If you
contract to purchase a
Murray City home
currently under re
novation, the design will
be modified to ac
comodate your needs.
Offer good until March
21, 1988. Call 753.3875.
WILL do plumbing installation & repairs. All
guaranteed. Free es
timates. Phone 492 8899
or 753 1308

The New N.K.

Pride
N.K. S•vd Corn

Stauffer

Also, Alfalfa, Clover,
0. Grass and Timothy,
Garden Seeds

Carraway
Farms
121 S. Neale Rd
753.5522

56 Free Column
FREE Labrador pup
pies to good home Call
753 9565

*
*

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by 71 see our showroom
409 SUNBURY

MURRAY

e..runa

*********************e

For Fast Action
on the sale of your home
contact the Home Team...

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

Wulff Kitchen Cabinet Recovery
Save SSS

Don't buy new!!!
We Myer yk)67 ciS'rames wiw000gra;,Formica New

boo's

rea. wood" Mary COKYS R'ee

Murray, KY

436-5560

SEE US FOR THE
BOA

r OF

YOUR DREAMS!

men county attorney,
former district judge
Office, 104 N. 4th St,
Murray, 753 3153,
Home, 753 7900.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps 759
4850
PRE ENGINEERED
Woodframe Buildings
for commercial or farm
use
Also churches.
stables, arenas,
garages Call today
901 641 2080 Custom
Metal Buildings
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair 436 1811

Feed and Seed

55

7535940

LICENSED electrician,
residential and corn
mercial Air condition
ing Sales and service
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP Fred's Repair 753
7203
MAX W. Parker,
Attorney at LAW' . Por

Services Offered

***
1
1

LETTER BUILT
CONSTRUCTION.
Storage buildings,
treated decks, and
general home im
provements. Quality
work for less. Free
estimates. L.E.
Williams 489 2663.
BREAKING and disc
ing gardens. Yard Ian
dscaping
Leveling
driveways and
bushhogging. 436 5430
or 753 0659.
BRICK block and con
crete driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house'.
foundations, chimneys.
New and repair. 27
years experience. Free
estimates. Large or
small jobs. Charles
Barnett 753-5476.
CONCRETE drive
ways, patios, carpentry
and block work CALL
502 492 8160

53

Your
Authorized
MerCruiser Dealer

ACK MACK
MARINE

Angers, Ky.- On loounful Ky. Lose - 474-2251

-The Largest Marine Dealer .
Betoven Nashville & St. Louis."
II
mow PRIM a 114.101yr011

WAY 1ST IN FRONT.

OPEN 8-4 EVERY DAY
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Convicted murderer dies in chair

OBITUARIES
Cloys R. Butterworth
Cloys R. Butterworth, 86, of Rt.
7. Murray, died today at 5 a.m. at
West View Nursing Home. He was
a retired farmer.
Born July 26, 1901, he was the
son of the late Luther Butterworth
and Hermie Lawrence
Butterworth.
One sister, Mrs. Robbie Washer,
preceded him in death.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Palmer V. Butterworth; one son,
Charles Butterworth, two grandchildren and five greatgrandchildren, Long Wood, Fla.
Also surviving are four sisters,

Mrs. Addie Scott. Lynn Grove,
Mrs. • Sylvia Brandon and Mrs.
Lydia Miller, Murray. and Mrs.
Katherine Sims, Union City.
Term.; two brothers, Vernon Butterworth and Osro Butterworth,
Murraym„ several nieces and
nephews.
Graveside services will be
Thursday at 10 a.m. at Murray
Memorial Gardens. Harold Irvan
will officiate.
Friends may call from 6 to 9
p.m. Wednesday at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Mrs. Florene Shoemaker
Services for Mrs. Florene
Shoemaker will be Wednesday at 1
p.m. at First Baptist Church. Dr.
Henry Franklin Paschall and Dr.
Greg Earwood will officiate.
Nephews will serve as
pallbearers. Burial will follow in
Oak Grove Cemetery with arrangements by Miller Funeral
Home of Murray where friends
may call until the funeral hour.
The family requests that expressions of sympthy take the form of
donations to Memorial Fund of
First Baptist Church, Murray;
American Cancer Society; or
Alive Hospice of Nashville. Tenn.
Mrs. Shoemaker, 74, of 1409

Dudley Dr., Murray, died Sunday
at 6:40 p.m. at the home of a
daughter. Mrs. Kerney Bailey.
Madison, Term.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Kerney (Betty) Bailey,
Madison, and Mrs. John (Lindal
Grimes, Jasper, Ala.; one son.
Mark Lassiter and wife. Jenna.
Toledo, Ohio; three sisters, Mrs.
Lurlene Taylor, Hazel, Mrs.
Manon Key, Detroit, Mich.. and
Mrs. Fay Sanders. Lexington:
three brothers, Joe Tom Foster,
Rt. 8, Murray, and James Hester
Foster and Hugh Foster, Rt. 1,
Hazel; eight grandchildren;
several nieces and nephews.

Clive V. Compton
Clive V. Compton, 90, of 5948 La
Costa Dr., Orlando, Fla., died
Monday at a hospital there.
Born May 11, 1897, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Isaac Wilson Compton and Eliza
C. Williams Compton.
He was preceded in death by his
wife, Mrs. Edna Compton. A
retired Baptist minister, he had
moved to Orlando in 1981 from
Dearborn, Mich. He was a World
War I Air Force veteran.
Survivors include one daughter,

Mrs. Rosalie C. Head. Livonia,
Mich.; one son, James W. Cornpton, Orlando; one sister, Mrs.
Lilly Wilkinson. Murray; four
grandchildren: four greatgrandchildren.
Funeral rites will be Thursday
at 11 a.m. at Dover Shores Baptist
Church, Orlando. Burial will
follow in Glen Haven Memorial
Park there.
Colonial-Carey-Hand Guardian
Funeral Chapel, Orlando, is in
charge of arrangements.

Soviet leader visits grave site
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP)
— Mikhail S. Gorbachev, the first
Soviet leader to visit Yugoslavia in
eight years, today visited -the
grave of Josip Broz Tito, the
Y-ugoslav president who once ruptured ties with Moscow.
Gorbachev, who began an official visit to Yugoslavia on Monday, said he "got off to a good
start" in important talks with
Yugoslav leaders.
He spoke with reporters before
agreeing to a new declaration on
Soviet-Yugoslav relations with
Yugoslav_ Communist_Parly chief
Bosko Krunic.
The document is expected to
chart a new path for relations between Moscow and this nation,
which broke with the Soviet bloc in
1948.
The declaration incorporates
previous documents from the
1950s. when Nikita S. Khrushchev
mended relations with Tito. Gorbachev is the first Soviet leader to
visit since Leonid Brezhnev attended Tito's funeral in 1980.

Gorbachev and his wife Raisa
later planted a tree in Belgrade's
Park of Friendship, established in
1961 after the first conference of
the non-aligned movement. Gorbachev and his wife joked and
chatted with a group of children
who gathered around the larch
tree before posing for
photographs.
Asked how his visit was going.
Gorbachev said the atmosphere
was -businesslike." He added: "I
think some of the things we are doing during this visit will be of great
significance for our mutual
relations."
Monday's talks with Yugoslav
leaders produced "deep
understanding" between the two
sides and "we felt that there is a
need for joint action in the future,"
he said. "We got off to a good
start," he added.
Gorbachev said Monday ethnic
minorities that rioted in his country are raising longheld
grievances, not challenging the
Communist government.

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Previous (lose
Air Products
.A.T.C.-Class A
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

Prices as of
-3.32
2050.07
46% + 1/8
241
/
4B 242/1A
282/5 unc
31% + 1/5
24 ./
3
4
23% 4.%
210/2 unc
71/211 7%A
42% +%
1
4
. 437/s •/
33% +1
/
4
71% •1
/
4
- — W/, Ns
gg% +%

10 a.m.
Goodyear
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrie°
Kmart.
Kroger
JCPenney
Prnwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc..
l'.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's....
C.E.F. Yield

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

42% +22/4
1141
/
4 -1%
392/4 +/
1
4
14%B 15A
33/
3
4 •I/x
20/
1
4•
4-4% unc
331/
44
1 + 12
38 .%
43% .%
90/
1
4 -2/1
20% + 1/8
291/4 unc
g% +14
6.02

Mrs. Jewel
H: Parks
Mrs. Jewel H. Parks, 89, of
Biloxi, Miss., died Sunday at a
hospital at Ocean Springs, Miss.
She had retired as an assembly
supervisor of Chrysler Corp.,
Detroit. Mich.
Born Feb. 20, 1899, in Murray,
she was the daughter of the late
Byrd Haley and Elizabeth Hendricks Haley.
Mrs. Parks is survived by one
daughter. Mrs. Imogene Dill of
Biloxi; 10 grandchildren; five
great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be
Wednesday at Murray City
Cemetery.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
in charge of local arrangements.
Bradford-O'Keefe Funeral Home
at Bilox was in charge of arrangements there.

William
Frank Peterson
Final rites for William Frank
Peterson were Saturday. March 5,
at 10:30 a.m. at Dunn-QuigleyCiriello & Carr Funeral Home,
Stow, Ohio". Dr. Donard M. Engle
officiated.
Burial was in Chestnut Hill
Cemetery there.
Mr. Peterson, 77. died suddenly
on Tuesday, March 1, at his home
in Stow, Ohio.
He was born Aug. 9, 1910, at
Murray. He graduated from
Kirksey High School and received
his B.S. degree in commerce from
University of Kentucky.
A resident of Akron area the last
43 years. Mr. Peterson was a real
estate appraiser who owned and
operated St. Germain Realty Co.
He was past president of Akron
Area Board of Realtors, a
member of First United Church of
Christ. Akron Loyalty- Lodge 645
F.& A.M.. and Sierra Club.
He was preceded in death by one
daughter. Mrs. Marjorie A
Gradisher, and one brother. John
Peterson of Kirksey.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs.
Margaret F. Peterson, to whom he
had been married for 53 years:
two daughters, Mrs. William D
(Janet R. Smith, Dunedin. Fla..
and Mrs. Eric I Peggy L. Hoierman, Chantilly. Va.. three sons,
William F. Peterson Jr. and wife.
Nancy, Houston. Texas. Randall
B. Peterson and wife. Shirley. Spring. Texas. and Ronald Peterson,
Akron.; 14 grandchildren; several
great-grandchildren: several
nieces and nephews including
William Peterson of Kirksey.
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BECKLEY. W.Va. (AP) —
Would-be assassin Lynette
"Squeaky" Fromme was convicted of escape after she told
jurors she fled from prison
because she thought her lover and
mentor, mass murderer Charles
Manson, had cancer.
A federal jury on Monday convicted Fromme of the two-day
escape from the Federal Correctional Institution at Alderson.
where she is serving a life
sentence for her 1975 attempt on
then•President Gerald Ford's life.
"You don't have any choice."
she told the jurors while acting as
her own attorney. "I'm guilty as
charged. legally. and without
remorse morally. so that's that."
The jury returned its verdict
within 10 minutes. U.S District
Judge Elizabeth Hallanan set
sentencing for April 28.
Fromme, 39. faces five years in
prison and $250.000 fine for the
conviction.
Fromme, who escaped Dec. 23
and was recaptured two miles
away on Christmas Day, has been
described as the main member of
the Manson "family." Manson is
serving a life sentence in San
Quentin prison in California for
the 1969 murders of actress Sharon
Tate and eight others.
Fromme told the jury Monday
she attempted to escape because
"I got word that I Manson had
cancer.
"He needs a relative, somebody
to check on him," she said of Manson, whom she described as "my
husband. my brother, my father,
my son, the man who's been my
friend."
She said she decided to escape
because "my access to him is so
limited, I've been feeling helpless
for years.
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witness She carefully followed
Hallanan's instructions that her
testimony had to be in the form of
questions and answers

"If love means anything at all it
means stop feeling helpless
I and I take action if necessary "
Fromme called only herself as a
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A neighbor, Philip Arnold, also
identified Darden during the trial.
Arnold, then 16, entered the store
after apparently hearing the
shooting and the woman's cries.
He was shot three times but
survived.
Darden, whose 14 years on
Florida's death row is the second
longest, has maintained his
innocence.
Death penalty opponents, led by
Amnesty International. have said
Darden was railroaded because he
is black and the victim was white.
and Darden had an alibi to prove
it. They claim there is evidence —
statements from a minister and a
woman — that Darden could not
have committed the murder.
Martinez rejected appeals on
Darden's behalf by Pope John
Paul II: Andrei Sakharov. the
Soyiet human rights activist and
Democratic presidential can•
didate Jesse Jackson

No Charge For Slicing

1109/c
Cher

GM QUALM
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"I think it was all very fair, and
Darden was the one who did it. I.
was in the store alone with him for
a long time before Jim came in
and was shot," she said. "His
(Darden's) face is still impressed
in the back of my memory, I can't
get it out."

Fromme convicted of prison escape

WASHINGTON (API — Interest
rates on short-term Treasury
securities fell in the latest auction,
with six-month bills dropping to
the lowest level since last July
The Treasury Department sold /".
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STARKE, Fla. (AP ) — ConTo the end, Darden denied killing Turman.
victed murderer Willie Jasper
Darden, who maintained his in"If I had committed such a
crime, I would have a guilty consnocence through 14 years on death
row and became the focus of an incience all these years. I could not
have lived with it," he said in an
ternational debate on capital
punishment, was executed today
interview taped Monday and
shown on ABC-TV's "Nightline."
in Florida's electric chair.
His last hope was a reprieve
Darden. 54, was convicted of
from Gov. Bob Martinez, who
fatally shooting Lakeland
signed Darden's seventh blackbusinessman James C. Turman
bordered death warrant last week
while robbing his wife of $15 in
and said Monday he had no plans
September 1973.
to issue a stay.
Earlier today, Wayne Robert
"I think of the victim at a moFelde was executed in Louisiana's
ment like this and the family
electric chair for the 1978 murder
which was destroyed," Martinez
of a policeman.
said. "A hideous murder took
It was the first time two inmates
place and that's what I keep in
were executed the same day in the
mind. Just because it's 15 years
United States since Aug. 28, when
later, that doesn't reduce a crime
three murderers were put to
that was committed at the time."
death. in Florida, Alabama and
Early today, about 40 people
Utah.
gathered in a cow pasture across
Darden refused his last meal
from the Florida State Prison to
this morning, said prison
protest the execution.
spokesman Bob Macmaster. By 6
The opponents maintained
a.m., Darden had showered, and
silence after 7 o'clock while the exhis head and lower right leg were
ecution took place. then began
shaved to facilitate the flow of
singing "We Shall Overcome."
electricity, the spokesman said.
. Helen Turman Baum, the vicOn Monday. the U.S. Supreme
tim's widow who has since reinarCourt, the 11th U.S. Circuit Court
ried, told Lakeland radio station
of Appeals, a federal judge and the
state Supreme Court rejected 'WONN she had no doubts about
Darden's guilt.
Darden's appeals.
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